


Introducing our premium second generation INNOVATION II fly rods. Utilizing state 
of the art 1PM technology and premium grade componentry the INNOVATION II is 
designed to give anglers precise accuracy and presentation in all conditions. 
The unique 1PM matrix of fibres has produced blanks that incorporate high modulus 
graphite power and actions that better the legendary performance qualities of the 
original series. 

Model 
9055 
9064 
9073 
9083 

Length 
9' -
9' 
9' 
9' 

Line Pieces 
_!IS_ .-2. 
#6 .!_ 
#7 3 
#8 3 

With more than 75 years of award-winning history, you can be confident that a 
Kilwell product purchased today will be supported for a lifetime of use and enjoyment. 

Scientific Anglers has incorporated 
3M's revolutionary Microreplication 
technology into our new ultimate fly 
line. With precise repeating structures 
that mimic natural surfaces. Sharkskin 
gives you the best of nature and science. 

KILWELL 

GENESIS II 
LARGE ARBOR FLY REEL 

' 
Features an aluminium die cast 

frame & spool, one way disc drag 
with smooth teflon washers, 

skeletonised frame for lighter 
weight, a large arbor to reduce 
line loop. Easy conversion from 

right to left hand operation. 

Ottered in 2 sizes; #5/6 & #7/8. 
Spare spools available. 
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Uy John Gibbs 

Taupo Fishery Area .M:tJ1ager 

Fishery Forward 

WELCOME TO TARGETTAUPO 

T
his issue marks a few milestones for the ·1aupo fishery. First, this is the 60th 
issue ofTargetTaupo, which has come a long way from the 27 black and white 
A5 pages we published in July 1989. Now formatted as 70 to 80 full colour A4 

pages it is a totally different magazine and a credit to its successive editors and writers. 
l hope you continue to enjoy it. 
1\1cked awa)' on the last page ofVolume 1, Issue 1 was the first of our Manager Profiles 
which set out to introduce local DOC staff to readers. Coincidentally, that page was 
occupied by a couple of hairy, bearded, relatively youthful blokes called Dave Lumley 
and John Gibbs. At that time, Dave was the manager of the Kaimanawa sector of the 
1aupo DOC district and I was responsible for the management of the 1aupo fishery. 
Dave is now the1\1rangi-Taup0Area Manager for this conservancy and over the years 
we have worked closely t0gether where conservation land management and fishery 
issues crossed paths as the)' often do. 
Well time has passed and now, after 46 years in the conservation and trout fishery 
business, 27 of those managing the Tau po fishery, I have decided to retire. About the 
time you read this l will be walking out the door for the last time. But, in keeping with 
our long-time double act, Dave Lumley has been seconded to replace me for the ne.xt 
six months. The Department of Consen•ation is going through a period of change 
as it adapts to changing government policies and the economic realities of today's 
world. Rather than appoint a permanent rcplaccme::nt immediately, the department 
has chosen to keep options open until the outcomes of its strategic and business rc,is
sessmems are clear. 
Dave is a lifelong hunter and keen angler so l know he will relate to the aspirations of 
1aupo anglers. I'm sure you will give him the support and encouragement you have 
given me over the years. 
The decline in licence sales and thus the revenue needed to manage the fishery 
appears to have at least halted. For the first four months of the year sales arc 14% up 
on the same time last year and revenue is ahead of budget. We arc cautiously opt.i· 
mistic for the rest of the year and are now recruiting to fill two of the three vacant 
positions in the fishery ream. 
In a later article I have reflected on some of the highlights of my time working in the 
Tau po fishery on and off since 1964. This spans the period prior to the construction 
of the Tongariro and lower Hinemaiaia hydro schemes, the establishment of major 
planrntion forestS and intensive pastoral farming in the catchment, not to mention a 
massive increase in the urban development of the district. One thing that repeatedly 
strikes me is the amazing resilience of the fishery and itS ability to spring back from 
adverse effects. The recent decline in trout quality is a good example of this and I 
hark back to some of the cautions l wrote in recent forewords tO this magazine. It 
is essential to keep a broad perspective on changes in the fisher)' and learn from the 
past. The current improvement in trout condition confirms that resilience, as has 
been demonstrated so many times in the past 100 years. 
I am confident that given careful management of land use and water quality in the 
catclm1ent and prudent han•est limits, theT.lupo trout fishery will continue to be one 
of the world's best. Farewell and tight lines. 
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lltcn:John with a ftnc Sib 
Taupo r:iinbow from Mi:ision 

1i,y, mid 1950s 
l'boto by Bruce Gibbs 

Now:Job.Q.. with a fine: 61b 
Taupo raiabo\"\• from 1:h·e 

Mile Bay, 200; 
Plx.Jto b)' 1'111 Gibbs 

Reflections in the River of Life 

B
y the time you read this I will 
have walked out the office door 
for the last lime. After 46 years 

in the business, most involved with the 
Tanpo fishery, it's time for me to move 
on to a much-anticipated life after work. 
I developed an affinity for Lake Taupo 
and its fishery very early in life. As a 
Taihape farm boy I spent summer holi
days in the 1950s camping at the lake. 
I caught my first trout from Taupo at 
the age of 7 or 8, followed by thousands 
more in the ensuing 50-ocld )'Cars. I'm 
sure there'll be man)' more to come. 
Growing up in a farming, hunting and 
fishing environment, I developed a love 
of nature in general and a desire to 
work in the outdoors. So, in my early 
teens I decided that I wanted to be a 
Wildlife Ranger and duly applied to the 
Department of lnieroal Affairs and was 
appointed as a Technical Trainee in the 
Wildlife Branch, later to become the NZ 
Wildlife Service. 
On 13 January 1964, three months 
to the day before my 17th birthday, I 
walked through the doors of the Bowen 

State building in Welfui.gton to start my 
working life. 
Wildlife Trainees spent four yct1rs tmder
taking mostly practical field-b:ised training 
in all aspects ofrhe Wildlife Service's work. 
Titis included endangered bird conserva
tion and management, gamebird, trout 
and salmon fisheries management, law 
eoforcement, wildlife research. So J was 
privileged to work all over the country 
and on many offshore islands from 1he 
Southern Ocean to the Kermadecs, with 
people who were or became world 
leaders in wildlife conservation. 
I soon realised that sports fishery 
management was the avenue I wanted to 
concentrate on. Down south I worked 
with trout and Atlantic salmon in the 
Southern Lakes. Much of this work was 
undertaking fisheries surveys of the trib
utaries of lakes Te Anau and Manapouri 
as part of the investigations of effectS 
of the massive Manapouri hydro elec
tric scheme which was just beginning 
construction. 
1n the North Island l had a brief taste 
of the 'faupo fishery while attending a 



John prt::!'oCnhnR boat ftShin� 

semim1r 1') holld:aymakc� 
PbOIOb)' 

Kim 11<-.'ra,ufer-,Turln 

Wildlife training course at tbe Tongariro 
hatchery, now the Tongariro National 
Trout Centre ncarTurangi in early 1964. 
1\Jrangi itself baretr existed. A few 
baches. a couple of fishing lodges and 
the trout hatcher)' just down the road. 
Tokaanu was the social :md commer· 
cial hub of the district and I clearly 
remember a, a I 6 )'t."3r old when the 
legal drinking age was 2 I, ,itting alone 
in the I.and Rover outSide it> only pub 
while my colkagues were inside making 
the most of the 6 o'clock swill. 
I ,pent much of the following } t.-ar back 
in the Nonh bland worlting in the Thupo 
and Rotorua l:1kc:, fisheries. 'l11i> was in 
the very early stages of the com,truction 
of theTongariro power scht.mc and again. 
much of my work was as>'b,ing "1th field 
,urveys asst:l>:.ing the fishery impacts of 
this huge project. TI1ese surveys and a 
lot of earlier work lead to the incorpora
tion of very expcnsi,e and .  for those days .  
quite high-tech mt.':L<ures to minimise the 
negative impacis on the world-famous 
Taupo fishery. Features of the �chcmc
such as the Wairchu canal dnuu ,crccnsi 
the Pouru intake velocity harrier, the 
·1okaanu Stn:.1m aqueduct o,cr the cail
i,tcc and the now{lbandooed fc,h ,creens 
across dle 1oka:mu tailrace resulted. But 
most importantl)•, the minimum now set 
for tbeTongariro River as a result of strong 
ad\'o<:acy b)' anglers' organi,ations and 
the Wildlife Service probably ,:ivccl the 
fishery in the fucc of the autocmtic and 

sometimes capriciou:, politics of the day. 
Al that time the 1:mpo llorough Council 
,va, embarking on it., :,econd clam on the 
Hinem.1i.1ia River. l:nlikc dle original <L1m 
built ,n 19;2. dli, one was set lO block 
acce�s to trout migr:uing from L1kc'l1mpo 
to two important spawning tributaries of 
the Hincmaiaia. Ag;1in,t much opposition 
from anglers and the Wildlife Service, the 
Marine Depanment decided not to require 
a fish pass for the clam. A� something of 
a last ditch effort we decided to tr:tp the 
spawning runs in P-.ihikohuru Str<.,am, 
the larger of the two tributaries, cwn :u. 
com,truction of the dam had Started. My 
boss, Norrie Ewing and I back-1>ackcd 
loads of timber battens and roUs of wire 
netting several kilometres through the 
llincmaiaia gorge ,n the winter of 196; 
and camped on the ,ire while we built 
the tmp. \Vhile we were unsucce>sful in 
gaining any concessions to protect the 
fisher)' then, dlc information gathered 
pro, cd im'llluable near!) siQ years later 
The final year of my t raineeship included 
part-time university study - the closest I 
ever got to a tertiaq• qualification. But 
nevertheless, I found the ecology compo
nent invaluable in giving structure and 
context to the natural proces:.e, and 
consequences of human intervention 
that I saw in my field work. Finall)' I 
wa, appointed as a Fi,,hery Officer widl 
the Wildlife Service in Rotorua in 1968. 
l'hc 1':iupo fisher)' was managed from 
RolOrua at that time so I maintained an 
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active involvement with it, as well as working on the Roton,a lakes, Bay of Plenty, East Coast, Waikaremoana and Kaimanawa fisheries. 
While much of my work focused on the high-use Rotorua lakes and Taupo fisheries, the early 1970s saw an emerging awareness of the value of and threatS to Jess well known fisheries. Energy interests were eyeing up pristine rivers like the Motu, Mohaka, Rangitikei and Manganui-a-te-ao for fuiure damming. The new provisions of die Water and Soil Conservation Act provided an opporn1-n.ity for these special places to be afforded a measure of protection d1rough water conservation orders. So we began a new period of surveys and inventory ainled at measuring the values of 1hese rivers, not just for fishery protection, but also other natural,intrinsic and recreational features such as whio (blue duck) and native fish habitat and recreation. Aldiough it took well into die 1990s and the efforts of many individuals and organisations. parts of all four of diese rivers now have conservation orders over them. 
The Taupo catchment was undergoing significam change, not just from hydro development but also from accelerating agricultural development under the government's land settlement scheme. Vast u·acts of land were broken in from native vegetation to pasture. The scale and imensity of this development was more than the light fragile pumice soils could s1aocl and massive erosion washed hundreds of thousands of tonnes of soil and nutrientS into the lake. Many of the smaller but nevertheless very important spawning streams were almost wiped out as trout habitats. A few far-sighted people, including the late Pat Burstall the-then Conservator of Wildlife, mobilised local, regional and central government imo developing the Lake Taupo Catchment Cootrol Scheme. Under this scheme, virmally all permanent a,,d many ephemeral watercourses were fenced off, permanently retired from 

grazing and replanted. While it is a pity that so much damage occurred initially, this has been arguably the most effective response to reversing large scale environmental degradation on a catchment-wide basis 1h.is country has seen. 
ln late 1975 I iook a position as Wildlife Fishery Officer in Te Anau. Fiordland, and indeed die whole Southern Lakes region, had always been special to me since my earliest days there as a tr.Ii.nee. The fmal stages of the Manapouri power scheme were under construction and I was involved in some of the last fishery protection measures there, including the regulation of flows in the Waiau River and the Mararoa dam fish pass. 
Highlights of this period were rescuing and establishing in captivity me last popu· lation of Atlantic salmon in New Zealand, although it was something of a frying pan and fire outcome, and the first investigation and monitoring of die emerging chinook salmon fishery in the Paringa River catcl1ment of South Westland. 
1982 brought another of those can't say no moments. The Wildlife Service had decided that it needed tO base the management of the Taupo fishery in Taupo rather than in the conservancy office in Rotorua. So I was asked to take up the new role of Senior Fishery Officer in Taupo. 
Back in the North Island it seemed as if no1 a Jot had changed. While the soil conservation issues caused by agricultural development had been largely resolved, similar impacts were now being seen from large-scale afforestation. However, these were much more shon-livcd, being essentially due to die initial forest establishment and more readily addressed with careful roading design and subsequent management. Hydro power construction impacts had largely resolved, leaving only the more permanent consequences of diverted and altered river flows. 
One dling that had changed though was 
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the huge increase in fishing pressure Lhat 
had occurred over the preceding 16 years .  
Total licence sales had increased 70% from 
43,745 in 1965/66 LO 74,500 in 1981/82. 
Adult whole season licence sales had 
increasecl from 3,026 to 10,816 (257%) in 
the same period. We were slowly b<.-gin
ning to  question whether the carrying 
capacity of the fishery was as limitless as 
we earlier thought. This broughL abom 
a fundamental change ro managing the 
fishery. It was apparent that a much more 
scientific approach was necessary if we 
were to understand its dynamics and .seek 
Lhe right answers to the right questions. 
Initially by sponsoring post-graduate 
smdenrs, commissioning consultanrs and 
increasingly, developing in-house tech
nical and scientific capability, we delved 
into the mysteries of rile biology, ecology 
and habitat ofTaupo trout. 
The rapid increase in fishing pressure 
also highlighted the need to understand 
more about anglers, their impacts and 
the economic benefits of the fishery. In 
the mid-1980s a study was completed 
which, for the first time, demonstrated 
the value of a resource that now gener
ates some $SOM annually into the 
regional economy. 
Hydro generation still demanded much 
of our efforts. Settling resource consent 
conditions for the Tongariro and 
Hinemaiaia power schemes made major 

gains for Lhe fishery. Little did I know 
that trapping work we had clone in 1966 
would be crucial in adlieving a consent 
condition that now sees lake trout 
spaw1ling above the Hinemaiaia dam for 
the first time in 40 years and will lead to 
the restoration of a substantial amount 
of angling opportunil)'. 
In 1987 the Department of Conservation 
was formed,incorporating the functions 
of the Wildlife Service. This brought 
big changes. 'rhe fishery now has a 
specific mandate to be managed in the 
recreational interests of anglers. It is 
financially independent, relying solely 
on licence revenue. Our scientific and 
technical monitoring programmes are 
bedding in as the foundation of manag e 
ment decisions. And I acquired the grand 
title ofTaupo Fishery Area Manager. 
The last 20 years have seen continued 
change and development. licence sales 
have dropped from their peak but para
doxically, angling effort and catch has 
remained lligh. We have had our first 
fishery management plan and are about 
to  embark on its replacement. 'l11e effects 
of declining water quality are starting to 
become visible. The Crown has returnee! 
title to the beds of fake Taupo and its 

tributaries to Ngati 'luwharetoa but the 
public and anglers have retained their 
unique access rights. Trout bag linlits have 
dropped from 8 to 3 per day. Minimum 
trout size limit has increased from 3 5cm 
to 45cm and dropped back to 40cm. 
Nymphing has taken off in the rivers and 
downriggers and jigging on the lake. The 
visitor centre at the Tongariro National 
Trout Centre has emerged from the part· 
nersllip with theTrout Centre Societ)\ The 
wonderful education programme Taupo 
forTomorrow has been created with the 
support of Genesis Energy. The number, 
size and condition of trout has continued 
its cenmry-old cycle of highs and lows 
but still tl1e Tau po fishery remains one of 
t11e best wild r-ai.nbow trout fisheries in 
the world. 
It's a lot. to reflect on. 
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A season of Improvement 

By Glenn Maclean 
Glenn is our Programme 

Maftager,Tcch.nical Support 
and manages the rc�treh 

and monitoring work 
done in the Atc:t 

Plgm-e I: Esti mated catch 
rat(.· per angler on the 

' tbng.1ri rO River l985 lO 
2009 whh 95% CI 

A
fter the low point in the fishery in 2008 the spawning runs this :winter have reflected the start of the long awaited ,·ecovery. Trout size is still generally small though there are some veq• nice fish amongst them and their condition is much improved. 

On the Tongariro River this winter we measured an average cat:ch rate amongst the 760 anglers surveyed of 0.38 large trout per hour or I fish every 2.6 hours. Table 1 shows that consistent with recent years the f ishing was slow over May and June before picking up through July to September. Note that the October catch 

I 
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Yt'illt 

rate is a mucll smaller sample calculated from only a couple of survey days before we focused our attention on the lake for the summer. 
This catch rate is as good as it gets over the last 25 years as highlighted in figure I .  However I don't think any of us would suggest the run was that big. 
Instead this catch rate along with the one in 2007 highlight some of the issues with using catch mte as an index of fish numbers. Undertaken in a robust way it is a gO-Ocl estimate of angling success, after all it is a measure of how many fish anglers acu,ally catd1. However, success is influenced by many variables, nol just how many fish are present. We suspect the nature of the lower Tongariro in particular means that whac fish are there have been especially ,'tll,nerable over the last couple of seasons. Even more important is che influence of the internet and our ability to find and share information. Put simply there aren't too many secrets these di,ys. Fishing reports are updated daily and information on the hotspots, how to access and fish them, what to use and how to fish that secret fly is readily 
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Table I: Estimated catdt rate 
per ang.le.r on thel'bngariro 
River May to October 2009 
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MONTH NO. OF INTERVIEWS CATCH RAT£ PER HOUR 
Mav 1 12 

June 168 
July 118 

August 169 
Seo1ember 155 
October 38 
TOTAL 760 

found. Similarly it is the nonn ro sec an 

angler talking on their ceU phone to their 

mate somewhere else on 1he river and 

exchanging information. In the past there 

was a stl'Ong correlation between angler 

success and the number of clays the angler 

had already fished the river that season -

now that local knowledge is just a key tap 

away. ft all high.liglus how comple.x the 

relationship is between people and fish 

numbers which Michel Oedual's article 

explores further on page 41. 

The large width of the 95% confidence 

interval associated with 1he estimated 

catch rate for this winter indicates that 

there was a high degree of variability in 

the catch rates measured. Ca1ch rares 

arc always very variable as a few anglers 

catch most of the fish but it appears 

this was accentuated this winter. As an 

aside it is also evident in figure 1 how 

quickly the fishery rebounded from the 

low poinc in 1991 and 1he effect of the 

eruptions fell in 1998. 

On the Hincmaiaia the estimate(] catch 

rate was 0.44 fish pe1· hour which 

reflec1s that this river fished very well 

this winter, perhaps the best of all of 

them. The Waitahanui also had a much 

improved season and theTaurangallmpo 

while slow to fire then fished well late in 

the season with an overau catch rate of 

0.35 fish per hour. What was noticeable 

this winter was an apparent return to 

the traditional pattern of fishing success 

on the Tauranga Taupo, Waimarino and 

other souch eastern tribmaries. Strike the 

rivers just after a fresh with some colour 

and increased flow and the fishing could 

be red hot. However within a couple of 

days as the rivers cleared and dropped 

0. 14 
0.20 
0.46 
0.53 
0.58 
0.23 
0.38 

and the fish had moved through, very 

much how it used 10 be but not the 

pattern of recent years. 

Given the obvious issues with using 

catch rates :L5 an index of trout numbers 

this is why we also undertake a number 

of other monitoring programmes as well. 

A key tool is our monthly counts over 

winter of spawning trou1 in selected 

stretches of the flinemaiaia, Tauranga 

Taupo,Waimarino, \V:,imaka and Wh.itlkau 

rivers. This winter these indicate slightly 

below average to average runs, the e,xcep

tion being che Whitikau run which is 

much smaller. Low counts have been the 

trend over che last couple of years in the 

Whitkau and mirrors the trend to date in 

the nearbyWaipa Stream as measured by 

our fish trap. 

To elate the actual ruo through the Wai pa 

trap is sligluly higher than the actual run 

at the same time last season, a nm which 

ultimately was the lowest recorded. 

I lowever until we adjust U1c run 10 take 

into account any fish missed when U1e 

trap is flooded (by using the percentage 

of unclipped fish when they return back 

downstream after spawning) we won't 

know the exact siie of the popula1ion, 

though clearly it isn't going to be large. 

Obviously the Wh.itikau andWaipa results 

are contrary to the conclusions we might 

ct .. aw from angler catch mtes but overall 

it appears the nm in the Tong:1riro is at 

the low encl this winter. 

Coinciding with this it appears that the 

trend of later spawning is most devel

oped in the Tongariro syscem, and we 

wonder how much influence the winter 

river angling has on this. The bottom 

line is chat most anglers still fish che 



'1 11e colour of n1aiden trou t 
in the late spring 

Pi>OIQ by: C�,m Mttclean 

river hard over May and June when 
relatively few fish are present, so there 
is strong pressure on what is left of the 
early part of the run.This doesn't occur 
to anything like the same degree on the 
other rivers.Is later spawning a bad thing 
for the success of the trout population? 
- we may speculate given the apparent 
trend in trout numbers in the Tongariro 
system. However at this stage we need 
to wait and see if this trend continues 
now the fishery is rebounding on the 
back of much improved feeding condi
tions in the lake. 
111e improved food (smelt) in the Jake 
is reflected in the improved condition 
of the trout recorded through the Waipa 
trap. The average size of the rainbow 
trout this year is still small at 470mm 
and 1.2kg with a condition factor of 
42.2. Perhaps more revealing is the 
average condition facto,· of the maiden 
rainbow females on their first spawning 
nm, which at 4; is much more like it 
should be .  Similarly the average size of 
trout kept by anglers across all the rivers 
,vas 485mm and 1.3kg, slightly bigger 
as we would expect as anglers tend to 
select for the larger fish. These anglers 
rated their overall satisfaction with the 
size and condition of the trout at 5.3 out 
of 10, up from 4.8 last yeitr:n1e general 
comment was that the condition of the 
trout was much improved but they were 
still small. Interestingly anglers rated 

their overall success at 5.3 despite the 
high catch rates recorded. However. just 
as their catch rate was highly variable 
when we interviewed them, so to was 
their rating of their success. Nevertheless 
this relatively low average score rein
forces a message we have seen previ
ously; that our perception of success for 
many of us is not just influenced by how 
many fish we catch but also the quality 
of what we catch. 
That the fish are genera.Uy small but in 
good condition suggests they struggled 
when they were younger but in recent 
months have done much better. This 
i mprovement is even more obvious on the 
lake this spring. There are large number 
of young trout, many berween the legal 
length limit of 40cm and the old limit 
of 45cm. This is exactly what we would 
have e,xpected to see a decade ago, after 
all the old limit was designed to protect 
the fish througl1 until about December or 
January. Even more pleasing is the condi· 
tion and colour of these fish. Once again 
the maiden fish are bright orange.almost 
red with fut all through their body cavity. 
It's not surprising given all the smelt they 
are regurgitating when bought to the 
surface. Nevertheless fish in thiScondition 
can't help but grow and we expect some 
very nice trout ro be taken in the lake 
next autumn and to make up the winter 
spawning runs.About time I reckon! 
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Compliance Officer 
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A Gentle Reminder 

Did you know ... that nothing in this country is illegal unless there is a law specifically against it? Well, it's true, although J' m not so sure yoll'd f ind many aspects of our society that have not been legislated some way in modern times. 
Of particular interest to DOC staff is theActs and Regulations that govern our activities within the Department of Conservation. Being a warranted officer for the Department carries with it a myriad of powers and obligations that allow us to uphold relevant laws; and as a Department there is a great deal we need to consider. DOC is responsible for administering many provisions of such legislation as The National Parks Act, 'The Wildlife Act, The Conservation Act, llle Dog Control Act, The Liner Control Act, The Marine ReservesAct,Thc Freshwater Fisheries Regulations 1983 andTheT.1upo Fi.Sherr Regulations 2004, among otJ,ers. 
With most legislation there is also a need for public awareness about what it means and sometimes legislation is difficult to read or interpret. However, legislation is the primary source if you want to know whether something is illegal or not. If you want to view an)' Acts or Regulations, they arc readil)' available on the internet through www. legislation.govt.nz .Alternatively most major bookshops around the countrr will carry them or be able to get them in for you. Bear in mind that legislation is amended often. Having recent copies or referring co the website above is important and will ensure what you are reading is accurate. 

Conservation rangers who are Warranted Officers are appointed tu1der Section 59 of the Conservation Act l 987. Most Rangers, ,tnd many management St'.uf that work for the Department are Warntnted Officers, and as such are empowered tmdcr legisla tion to conduct different duties specific to each Act. 
For example, if a Ranger has reason to believe that someone is committingomascommittedanoffenceundertheConservation Act (which includes the 1aupo Fisher y Regulations), then he or she has the right co search their vehicle, coat, any bag and request their personal details. They also have the right under certain laws ro search a holiday home, caravan, can1pervan, aircraft or boat. They can also seize certain items - either to prevent someone from continuing to offend, or simpl)' as evidence of an offence .'lll.is cm1 include their car, boat, fishing gear, hunting gear and so on. 

A refusal to supply a name and address can, in some cases, sec a person charged with obstructing a Warranted Officer, or failing to comply with a request by a \\'farranted Officer. TI1ese offences carry harsh penalties under the Conservation Act :md up to a S 10000 fine or a year of imprisonment may be handed down. 
The Taupo Fishery Regulations 2004 are made pursuant ro the Conservation Act and the Maori fand Amendment and Maori Land Claims Adjustment Act 1926 and provide manr of the finer rcgulatorr pointS of Jaw that are specific to the Taupo Fisheri•. Although there are manr anglers who fish with.in theTaupo Fishing District on a regular basis, there equallr mm1y more who onl)' venture here occasionally, often during ho!Jdar periods, or over the summer months. 
\\'Tith summer and the boating season upon us ii seems timel)' to remind people of a few of the b-asic regulations and courtesies that make using the lake an enjoyable experience for everyone. 



...... 

Matker posts like 1h.is one 
at thcT:mraoga'Htupo ri,,cr 

indicate that a ri ver or 

stream mouth is n<.-arby 

Pboto By:Jobn \f,.ebb 

You must not fish from a boat within 300 metres of the centre of most river 
mouths.These are marked by yellow and black marker poles that arc there 
merely to indicate the river mouth is nearby - they are not markers from 
which you shoulcl measure the 300 metre distance. At tb.eTongariro orlauranga 
Tau po delta's however, you may fly fish from an anchored vessel within this 300 
metre zone. Trolling, down riggiJlg and jigging are not pennitted in any of these areas. 

If you approach a moving boat that has fishing lines out, then you should allow 
plenty of distance so that you do not drive over the lines. Some lines can extend 
up to J 00 metres"()r more behind a vessel. 
You can use up ro three lures on any o.ne line, but you cannot use bait or any 
plastic bait that is chemically scented. 
You may use a sinker or lure to get yom jigging line down to the bottom.There 
is no weight resuiction when using sinkers or lures for jigging. 
You are aJJowed ro have more than one rod assembled, but a person may only 
use one of those rods at any one time. 
Any person (children included) who has a fishing rod in their hands is deemed 
co be fishing and must hold a current Tau po District Fishing Licence. Child 
Season licences are not e.xpensive, so if you want to give the kids a shot at 
fishing, buy them a licence first - this way they will be legal, and you will be 
sending them the right message. 
Previously there was a regulation that preveoted down rigging lines going 
deeper thao 40 metres.This has now been changed, and there is no longer any 
depth restriction for down rigging. 
The maxi.mum daily bag limit is three trout. Once you have caught and killed 
three trout you must stop fishing for the day. 
The minimum size is now 40 cm measured from the tip of the nose co the fork of 
the rail. 
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The spc<:d limit is 5 knots when passing within ;om of another w:uer <:r:tft. 
Pbo10 IJy.Jol;n tf'Cbl> 

There is plenty of water around and enough room for everyone to have a great time.Always be considerate to other boaties out on the lake and be mindful of the 5 knot speed restriction that applies within 200 n\etres of the shore or within 50 metres of any other water craft. 
Always check the water well as you head in to shore or to the ramps.There are often swimmers, sometimes smaJJ children in the water near ramps and beach�s. 
lf you clean your fish on the lake or around the lake shore then put the offal into an ice cream container or similar and take it home to dispose of there. Don't litter the Jake. 

You just need to apply a little common sense, abide by the fishing rules and regulations, be safe and then we will aJJ get to enjoy this summer period. 

�YAMAHA 27 NUKUHAU ST, P.O. BOX 1038, TAUPO EMAIL: sal es@trevterrymarine.co.nz at\ C(]£;JD!](J[3EEJ[X/IJ!J!](Jff/J!lii PHONE: 07 378 7779 FAX: 07 378 8166 Ml: BROCK TERRY 027 294 0411 'IIUJi 
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Dy Callum Bourke 

CalJum il- a rangc-r in our 

fidd operations \.\-Ork 

Top:Thc Hine01:1i ai:1 trap 
/>IJ<>f<> by Ct,llum /Jour/..-e 

Hinemaiaia Trapping Triumph 

T
his September saw the comple
tion of the sixth consecutive 
season of the Hinemaiaia trap 

and transfer progr.un, in association with 
TrustPowcr Limited. The trap was oper
ated for 54 days between mid July and 
mid September lO transfer adult trout 
upstream of the Hinemaiaia HO dam, so 
they could spawn in the Pahikohuru and 
Kakapo Streams as they had done prior 
to the construction of the dam in 1965. 
This season a rota.I o f  480 trout (equating 
to 9.4 trout per day) were trapped of 
which 277 were transferred abo,•e the 
dam and 203 were released back into 
the bypass channel above the trap 
either because thei• were spent (had 
already spawned), were immature or 
were considered to be in poor concli-

tion. Due to the large size of the run this 
season we were nble to be quite selec
tive ensuring only mature trout in good 
condition were transferred. 
In contrast to lasr seasons trapping 
period which was characterised by 
long periods of inclement weather and 
high rainfall, this year proved to be the 
opposite with relatively settled weather. 
As a consequence, the HB dam rarely 
exceeded its carrying capaciry and on 
only two occasions did the dam spill 
necessitating the removal of the trap 
to prevent it washing away or getting 
damaged in the impending flood. Overall, 
the trap was inoperable for only three of 
the 54 day trapping period which was 
considerably less than last season when 
the trap was inoperable for 3 I of the 62 
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Alxwe: Fish are captured 
in the Hinem:tiaia trap and 
gently relea�ed ,;ibovc the 

dam (above right). 
PIJOIOS by Rob Hocxl 

day trapping period. As a consequence, we were able lo meet tl1e target of 200 trout transfers with ease. 
Of the 277 trout transferred above the HS dam, 227 (82%) were classified as maidens (spawning for the first time) while lhe remaining 50 trout (18%) were previous spawners (spawning for at least the second time).111e higher number of maiden fish tl1is year combined with the apparent large size of t11e run indi· cates a strong year class enteting the fishery. It is also pleasing to note that the aver-Age condition factor of trout trar1sferred above the dam has progressively increased over the last 3 years. This winrer the condition factor increased to 45.5 compared with 43.4 in 2008 and 42.5 in 2007.This indicates that the fish are in significantly better condition th.is year and is in keeping with the improvement seen across the fishery generaUy. 
During the trapping operation, the number of dead trout that had collected 

on the HO power station screens was also recorded. Overall, 28 (10%) of the 277 were recovered. Half of these fish had spawned before dying which was an encouraging sign that significant spawning was occurring from lhe transfer process.A further eight had not spawned before dying while six were too damaged to make a definitive assessment. 
Tilis season we amended our fin clipping procedw·es by removing the adipose fin and half of the left pectoral f in  for all fish traosferre.d above the dam. Any fish deemed unsuitable for transfer had only their Jcft peccoral flll clipQed. Previously we would only clip their pelvic or pectoral f ins so returning f i sh could be identified. By removing the singular adipose fin we will now know with CC{tainty whether a f i sh remrning ro spawn in (ucure years has been released above the dam previously.This is because the adipose fin does not re-grow (unlike other \fins tbat have been clipped) and so tran�ferred fish that make it back to 



fl.sh (mkes eggs and milt). 
Fish froiu lhcsc eggs will be 

marked and used m /'.-:search 
the Hineroai�1i.i run. 

PbQlc, t,y Juli{! G1-e111,'f!s 

the Lake then return to the Hinemaiaia River to spawn the following season are easil y identified. Jncidemally, many trout released above the darn will make their way down through the darn penstock and powerhouse and survivt: going through the turbines. 
From 2005 to 2007, several tlwusand fry were re�cased in the Jl:1hikohuru and Kakapo Streams (tributaries of theJIB dam) in addition to the adult trout trapped and "transfer.red caeh wjnter. These li.:.y were the progeny 
of ripe (ready to s�awn) trout that were trapped in_ the bypass channel. The object of this exercise was to further assist rbe re-est,\blishmeut of the spawning runs in these st_r_eams so fry that survive to become adults will return to spawn where they were released helping to generate a self sustaining population.Through regular visual inspections we have seen�ome sign of spawning activity taking place bur' it �cult to accurately assess wnerher juvenile trout reared in the Pahikohuru and Kakapo Streams are in faG:t contributing to the subsequent spawni.ng runs in the lower l linemaiaia River. 

ln order to answer this question we have embarked on an exciting new project to assess the spawning recruitment and subsequent survival to tht: adultl¼)od in the Hincmaiaia population. In late August we extracted 12,000 eggs from ripe parents as part of the trap and transfer operation. 1hese eggs will pe reared at the Tongariro Natio11al -i;rout Ce11tre until they are seven co eight centimetres in length with the ai m of releasing at least 10,000 jnvenile ci:out in these two HB tributaries. llowevcr, before we release these fish they will be marked using calcein which is a fluorochromc compound that binds to calcified structures such as ocoliths (ear hones), ,.1ys and bony structures around the opercular (gill covers) and jaw areas. lnunersion marking of fish using calcein results in a brilliant green fluorescence in these structurt:s. These marks are easily detected in fish using a hand-held fluorescent dctect0r which excites the marks with blue lights. Starting in the winter of 2012 (when these fish will be adults) we will scan all fish ,vc trap or see as part of our routine angling surveys on the Hinemaiaia River to establish whether they have been marked and therefore recruited into the adult population. 
Now that the trap and transfer program has been running for sLx seasons and we have trapped a significant run of 480 fish suggesrs that the program is starting to"bear fruit". 
As a consequence, nex1 year, all going to plan, the winter f ishing limit will move from its current position at the State Highway Bridge to the Cliff pool extending the fishable water available to 1111gler.s by approximately 2.75 kilometres or 50%. This fits very well with one of our key objectives - to maximise angling opportunity. However, a close eye will be kept on the catch rares and spawning runs up the Hinemaiaia River to ensure the sustainability of t·l)is special resource. 
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Dy 'Kim Alcxandcr•Turia 
'Kim i� Lhe Progi:-:unmc 

M:inagc-r, Community 
Relations for 1hc1·ur:mgi 

'l�up0Ar�1 

Top: Keeping the family 
togethcr is :1 full�time j ob 

P/JQt(): Bubs Smith 

We're N°ot Quackers 

W
io (Blue Duck) are increas

ngly making the Tongariro 

River their home. With 

whio living on such an accessible river, 
anglers and other river users have che 

opportunity to see this rare and threat

ened native species close up. 

Whio are enclemie to New Zealand 

which means this is the only coumry 

they are founcl, ancl one of only four 

torrent ducks in the world. They are 

adapted to living in one of the most chal

lenging environments - a fast flowing 

river. They are the central North lslancl 

white-water specialists and ducklings 

arc born to surf, able to negotiate white 

water almost straight out of the shell. 

They have several unique physical fea

tures which are adaptations to this fast 

flowing cnvironment.TI1eir webbed feet 

collapse like a folded umbrella to create 

less clrag, which nUows the clucks to pull 

rhemselves forward through fast water. 

They also have a special soft Up on the 

encl of their bill, which acts a bit like the 

heacl on a vacuum cleaner and allows 

them to scrape off insect larvae that 

cling to rocks. 

There arc approximately 2;00 whio 

left in New Zcalancl, which some are 

surprised to le11rn is a lot less than the 

numbers of kiwi. Whio arc generally 

nesting between August and October 

and can lay 4·9 creamy white eggs at a 

time. The female incubates the eggs for 

35 days, ancl after hatching both parents 

look after the young until they fleclge at 

around 70 days olcl. By then the cluck

lings have learned co fly and will then 

leave their parencs ro find a mare and ter

ritory of their own. Whio can defend ter

ritories up to 1km long on the river and 

a,-e with the same partner right through

out the year - some even mate for life. 

They are very aggressive and have even 
been known to tackle Canad:t geese that 

stray into their territory. 

Loss of habitat through changing land 
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A,bot,1<': Bio-diversit)' Range r 

Alison Beath givi ng a heahh 

check 
PboU>: /Jubs Smil/J 

Below: Ducklin,gs ca.,1 
lleflOti3_tC Whjtc WatC-f 3.l010)t 

Slr.tlght out.'Of t.b:C, shcU 
°)>hotb: 8ubs "11ii1, 

and water use has been a major th{eat 
to whio over the years. They also nest in 
burrows ancl caves along the river bank 
which make them highly vulnerable to 
flooding. However, their biggest threat is 
introdu�c! pre<Htors, and in particular 
the St�-:it,,. .-.

,.. 
- • ' 

Local b:1Sin� �pie, ica-ti,y G�rth • 
Oaken of T�ngarico River Rafting and 

Craig Morey of Parklancls Motel have 
set up the Blue Duck Project Charitable 
Trust (Trust) to protect whio on the 
Tongariro. 
The project began in October 2008 with 
160 OOC200 trnps which comprise of a 
strong steel trap in set a wooden box. 
The ·ntupo Fishery Area has had many 
enquiries from anglers about these trnps 
and what their purpose is.These arc set 
along both sides of the river fr9m the 
Major Jones footbridge to the Fence pool 
in the first part of a two stage process ro 
trap the entire length of the river from 
the Poutu intake to 'I\1 rangi Township. 
Volunteers check the traps regularly, and 
carcll data is sem back to Garth. To date 
they have accounted for over 270 pests 
including rnts,stoatS, weasels,heclgehogs 
and even a couple of wild cats. If yO'u are 
interested in clearing aq<I setting �ome ·:-c,.._. .( I of the traps, conmct Ga�th 11 www.tr,& , co.ru:. ( � 
Stage two which has re.ce,uty been com:-' 
'pleted includes the installation of trnps 
from the Fence Pool to the Poutu Jntake 
and funding for this stage has been 



Whio 11c-,t in bu rro ... vs and 
a,·e.-. alon� 1hc n,·er b:ank 

Plx�o: Bubs Smllb 

received from the Waikato Catchment 
Ecological £nh:1nccment ·rrusl. This 
has enabled the Trust to purchase over 
60 new ·Henry' ,elf sening traps. 111e 
advantage of 1hc ;elf-setting tr.ips is that 
it tr11ps, kills :md releases the predator 
and then re-sets :mtomatica ll)'· They are 
powered_by a ,mall CO2 cartridge which 
will eaa\)le a minimum ofl 2 kill� before 
,1 needs 10 be rcplace6.111e l lcnry will 
be able LO be insrnlled further upstream 
in the river gorge area where access is 

particularly difficult and will only need 
to be checked t wicc :, year. 
The Trust has been very pleased with the 
result, so far and would like to acknowl
edge the Pharazan Trust and Rayner 
Uonningwn of 'l\1rangi New World and 
various other loc:11 businesses. In par
ticular, the Tru.i acknowledges Nick 
Singers, who as one of the Trustees of 
the lllue Duck Project Charitable Trust 
has been instrnmcntal in geuing 1he 
project off the ground.The Ocpar1mcn1 



rop: 1·11e wJtio or blue <luck i.s 

ooc of only 4 torrent 
duck.s in the world 
Plx>to: Bubs Sm/lb 

IJe/ow: Whio fcmaks can la)' 4. 
9 crearnr whj1e <:ggs at a time 

Photo: {Jubs Smith 
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supports this programme and without 
community involvement like this the 
work often won't happen. It' s  impor
tant to acknowledge their persistence, 
hard work and dedication they put into 
th.is project which has the objective of 

protecting the values of this important 
river. 
If you're looking for whio they are most 
active during early morning or late 
evening. They have unique calls and arc 
definitely not quackers. Instead the girls 
growl at the guys and the guys whistle at 
the girls. Sound familiar? 
Whio may seem tame and unafraid, but 
for their safety we would be grateful 
if people would give them space and 
watch the birds from a distance, par 
ticularly when walking their clog. Dogs 
find the scent of <lucks quite attractive, 
and can easily disturb a nest. Keeping 
your clog on a lead particularly during 
the breeding season is an excellent step 
towards helping this threatened bird. 
Sightings this year on theTongariro River 
have been in the Fence Pool,Major Jones 
Pool, Boulder Pool , Blue Pool, between 
Kurai Street and the Major Jones Bridge 



Rig/Jt: Oio-di\'CrSi t)' R.1ngcr 
Fiona Maguire with a 

OOC200 predator trap. Trap$ 
�imifar lO these ones are 

protcc1ing lh<:: whio 
Pl>0to: Kim Ale.'t:tmtlcr-Turia 

and at the Rangipo Intake. Ducklings 

have been seen at the Boulder Pool 

and the Blue Pool. 

If you see any whio on theTongariro 

River please call DOC'f\1rangVfaupo 

07 384 7106 to report your sighting 

as they are entered into a database 

which can be used to map the distri

bution of whio in this area. 

Monitoring ofwhio on theTongari1·0 

is due co begin this year and will 

be part of a 5 year monitoring plan. 

Whio can't live in just any old water

way, they need fast-flowing, high 

wacer qualiry, plants along the bank 

and lots of invertebrates - if you find 

whio you find a health)' river and 

that's good news for anglers. 

www.intrepidangler.com 
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B> Glenn M.aelt'2n 

F/guf't! I: R,cim:ucd brown 
:and rainbow nrn 1hrough Tc 

Wlui:m Stn.":un 199-i to 2009. 

=· 

:I 
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A Trophy Fishery or Not? 

T
his winter we completed our 16th 
year of tr:ipping the ,pawniog 
mn in thcTeWhaiau Strc:1m.1l1e 

run in this strc:1111 :incl that in the nc:1rby 
hut much smaller Papakai Stream which 
we :also tr:ip, comprises almo,t the total 
,pawning n111 from lake Otam:111gakau. 
'11lerefore by tr:ipping these thh we are 
able 10 accurate!)' measure.: the chara c 
teristics of the adult brown :met rainbow 
population. Over the 16 yean, of tr.apping, 
the fishe<)' has undergone a major change 
from very low catch r:ites of M>mC tmly 
t roph)' rainbow trout, to mucl1 higher 
catch rates of smaller fish. By :111al)'Sing 
the crends in the data we c:111 explain 
what is happening. 
·me r:iinbow run through tile Tc Whaiau 
tr:1p this winter was cst.imatcd at 3,375 
trout, second only to the estimated 
1,330 fish lru.t winter (Figure l).1l1is is 
- 10 8 time:. larger than the mn in the 
mid 1990s.111c.sc trout averaged 1.9kg 
(identical to last winter) with a condi· 
tion factor of 44 so very nice fish by most 
standards including Lake Taupo, though 
much s-maJler than the 3kg phi, a,·er:ige 
in 1995 and 1996. 13y comrru,t the brown 
run was I, 165 tro111 compared to a run in 
the 1990s of approximately 800 trout. 
The smaller aver:ige size of the r,1inbow 
trout tells a ,t0r) but it is e,·en more 
gr:iphic when we compare the number 
of trophy si1..ed fish. In I 996 we weighed 
42 r:iinbows in excess of 4.50 kg (101b) 

or 9.3% of the run, :md 92 fish (I fi,h in 
the) weighed -ikg or larger.This year we 
didn't have a single fish over 4. 5kg · in 
fact only l rainbow exceeded 4kg. 
So in terms of :,ize the trout :ire now 
ch::1rlr much ,mailer. however equally 
there are mani more of them. To put 
thi> in perspective, the biomass of adult 
minbows is now in the order of7tonnc.:s 
compared to about l .5 connes in 1994. 
When the incre:t,-cd nm in the 1>;1pakai 
>tream and the brown trout popula
tion i;, also taken into account then the 
total biomass has incrt-ased from about 
l.6 10 over IO tonnes, a 6 fold increase. 
When we con;,idcr the relatively ,mall 
size of Lake Otamangakau then we might 
imagine that increased competition for 
food in recent )•ears may be affecting 
trout growth. 
Countering this b the relatively high 
:I\ er,1gc condition factor of the r:iinbows 
in the last rwo years which at 44 rcflccLS 
trout in pretty good nick. We decided tO 
look :u the trend in :wcr:1ge size and con 
dition of trout classed as  maiden• (first 
time spawner,) b) the trap opcr:itor 
over the past 16 ye:irs (Figure 2). 13)' only 
looking at maickn 11sh we removed :111y 
effect of having older fish in the analysis 
which we might expect to be tired and 
not to be in great condition anrwai•.1l1is 
gr:iph tells a story. The two big year:, for 
trophy fish since tr:1pping began were 
1995 and 1996 co-inciding with the con 
dition factor of m:tiden female rainbow 
1ro111 exceeding 50.This is an out:,tancl· 
ing average condition factor. especially 
for nsh aver:iging 2. 5kg because it is 
more difficult f or large fish to have very 
high condition factors. Interesting!)' the 
only other year this occurred wru, 2002, 
the 3rd best year for trophy r:,inbow 
trout when 20 were recorded albeit 
from a bigger population. When they 
arc in this condition we would expect 
them to grow quick))' and perha1>• not 
surprisingly their average size was sig
nificantly larger in 1995, though not in 
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Pigm-e 2; Average;: length :md 
condition factor of maiden 

female r ainbow U'Ou l through 

Tc \Vhaiau trnp 1009 to 2009 

1996. However it is apparent looking ai 
the data from 1996 that there is a big 
number of very large fish which the 
operators classified as unknown matu
rity rather than maidens and so were 
not included in this analysis. It many 
instances it was likely a case of they 
looked like maidens and probably were, 
but were so big that I he operator felt 
they couldn't possibly be. 
This <lat.a suggests that making rapid 
growth was the key to producing 
trophy rainbows in Lake Oramangakau. 
However this is contrari' to our under
standing that the trophy fish were 
long lived, reaching very large size not 
by unusually fast growth but mther by 
contint1ing to grow steadily after each 
spawning. Indeed scale analysis indi· 
cares Ron Burgin 's legendary 85kg fish 
in l 983 was an old fish that had spawned 
a number of times. 
To investigate this we looked at the age 
of the trophy fish in the I 996 and 2002 
spawning runs by using the incidence 
of previous trap clips. Each year the fish 
passes through the trap we clip a clif· 
ferent fin which re-grows leaving a dis
tinct scar. We can the,·efore determine 
how many times a fish has spawned 
previous!)' from the clips it carries, albeit 
that occasionally they may bypass the u-ap 
in a flood and so miss a year. In 1996 and 
2002 60% and 53% respectively of fish 
4 .5kg or larger had no clips; that is they 
were most likely on their first spawning 
migr-ation. 
More interesting in 1997 there were 

8 trophy fish of which 6 had no clip . 
However, the year before there were 42 
large fish -so wha1 had happened to rest of 
these in 1997? In fact there were another 
24 fish which were at least 700mm long 
so potentially 'double figure' fish but 
which weighed less than 4.5kg in 1997. 
Of these 21 eiLher had trap clips or were 
clearly previous spawners judging from 
their low condition factors. nus suggests 
that rather than many of these large fish 
kicking on and growing even larger, tile)' 
were in fac1 lighter 1han they had been 
the previous yt-ar. 
We are also starting to get significant infor
mation on the growth of trour from one 
spawning to another from our pit tagging 
progmmmc.This has been underway for 3 
years now and lets us mick the growth of 
individual fish when they return tl1rough 
the trap. 35 rainbows ragged last year were 
re-measured this winter haVing grown on 
average 24mm but only gained 0.1 kg in 
weight. The largest individual increase 
was a fish which grew 50mm :u1d 0.8kg. 
Similarly 25 trout were recaptured which 
were tagged two years ago and on average 
had grown 36nun and still 0111)' gained 
0. I kg in weight.TI1e large!.t gain was a fish 
which grew 125mm and 1.35kg over the 
rwo years. 
Th.is tends to confirm that tl1e key to the 
trophy fishery is how well the maiden 
trout grow, that they need to at least get 
close to 4.5kg before they spawn for the 
first time. For this to happen it would 
appear there needs to be relatively few 
trout and a surfeit of food. 
So what has caused the increase in 
trout numbers? Firstly it is imponant 10 
realise that in the early days following 
the establishment of the lake in I 971 
the fishery was chamcterised by very 
high catch rares of smaller fish. One ex
colleague described to me how it was a 
great place to take his kids because they 
could spin fish and invariably catch a 
number of trout in an afternoon. So in 
many ways it has gone back to what it 
was.The change is unlikely to be linked 
to a reduction in angling harvest for 
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Fi:,h like chi-. rainbow 

fcnulc me-.a�urc.:d by 

Marc 1\lilnc have been 

a-J� in n.-ccnt lean. 

P/,oto�·: 
Kim Ak.Ytmtle-r Turl11 

even in 1995 70% of legal sized rainbows were relea,ccl by Lake Ornmangakau anglers. Similar!)' brown trout numbers have increased slight!)' and so predation of small trout is unlikely to be an)' less. Nor arc there any reasons lO believe that the spawning and juvenile rearing habitat is any more favourable than in th<: past. One po"ibility howe,•cr is that operational changes made b)' Genesis :it our request to minimise the magnitude of spill events has resulted in less fish lost over the Te Whaiau :,pillway and into the Whanganui system during large floods.Almm,t certainly poaching in the Tc \Vhaiau Stream is also greatly rc<luced since we inMallcd the trap and had staff permanently in the area over winter. 
What this sugge;,is is that angler:. are faced with a choice.We can have few fish bllt of very large size, or many more that :ire smaller but still very nice trout. After all the average size this rear was 1.9kg or just over -lib. In 1995 the average catch rate of rainbow trout was 0.09 fish per hour ( I fish every 1 1  hours) or a combined catch rate with brown trout of 0.15 fish per hour. It could be :t long time bciween fish but the odds were it would be something special. 

Currently the Taupo Sporis fishery �fanagemem Pl:tn requires th:11 we manage the Lake Otamangakau fil.hcrr as a troph)' fishery. If we :tre going 10 achieve this policy then it would appear we need 10 significantly reduce the size of the trout population. There :ire likely a number of w:iy, we could achieve this. some more brutal than others. ·me key qutcMion is though 'is this Mill what anglers w:mt?' What we do need to be explicit about is you can't have both; the choice il> either low c:uch rates of very large 6sh or high catch rates of smaller trout. 
This plan is current I)' under review which is :t formal process that wW occur through 20 IO and include ,cvcral opportunities for you to make your views known on the draft plan.A, it ,tands the initial draft :,uggcsts Lake Otam:mgakau cominue to he managed as :1 trophy fishery. If you arc on our cL�tabasc forTargctT:1upo you will recei,·e notification and updates as to where the plan review is at and how you c.111 participate. Similar!)' we will be asking anglers we check on the lake this :.ummcr what their thoughts are.111i:, is a , cry timely opportunity for anglers to debate what you wam from chi> ft;hery, and determine the future management direction. 
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By John \Vcbb John is the Program.me Manager, Communjty Relations 

Koaro 
(Gata.vlas bre,;ipinnis) 

Pl,oto by: Ste/1b<:n Moore 

There is More in LakeTaupo than Trout! 

T
aupo is famous for its trout and people are drawn from all over the world for the angling experiences Taupo presents. However, there are many other species of fish, crustaceans and molluscs that inhabit Lake ·niupo a11d itS tributaries. Some of them are indigenous although over the years a number of exotic species, other than trout, have also made their way into the Taupo catchment. In some ways all of these species could be considered 'introduced' as almost certainty no species sur vived the major eruptions of the take as recently as 1800 years ago. Therefore; all species that are present coday are likely t0 have been introduced by either Maori or Europeans. This article is a synopsis of these species and their signiJicance to thcTaupo fishery. 

INDIGENOUS FISH 

Koaro (Galaxias brevipim1is) 

From a family known as galaxiids (which are commonly known as whitebait), Koaro arc one of the few indigenous f ish tO inhabit Lake Taupo and are widespread nationally, a key component of whitebait runs. Adults tend co favour swiftly flowing rocky forest 

streams of small to moderate size or tussock streams. Traditionally Koaro go to sea as part of their life cycle but in some places, such as r��ke Taupo, they have established lake populations that undergo their entire life cycles within freshwater. Many Tau po tributaries are excellent places to see adult Koaro at night while juvenile forms are common in LakeTaupo mixed among the smelt. 
In early times the average size of Koaro was much larger than it is today. Maori fishing nets used a mesh size of 4cm co catch them. Koaro were netted and dried during the late summer and stored for later use. Juvenile (whitebait) forms of the fish were and still are highly prized. 
Koaro have some interesting characteristics. Firstly they can live out of water for a considerable period of time. This is very fortuitous because the)' can also climb wet surfaces. For example Koaro have been seen climbing well above the water line in some of the power scheme water canals in the clistricr. lf Koaro arc kept in captivity they have to be housed in special tanks with lips or lids to prevent escape. 
When trout were first introduced co the T,1upo region at the encl of the 19th century, Koaro were one of their primary food sources. As the trout population grew through the early part of the 20th century, Koaro were almosc predated to coUapse. In fact the decline in the populations of Koaro and bullies caused two significant coll apses in the size and con dition of trout in the fishery - the first around 1913. After the first downturn in the trout population, Koaro numbers recovered and so too did the fishery for a short time but the same phenomenon happened some years later. To try and mitigate this cycle, trom netting operations were undertaken in an attempt to reduce their numbers and pressure 



The common bu11y 

(Gobiomorpbu$ ,·<>till/anus) 

l'IJOIO by: Stephen ,lfoore 

Common smelt 

(J?etn>JJimm retropfm,a) 

PbQto bJ1: Step/Jen Moore 

on the food resource. BuL it was the introduction of smelt in 1he 1930's that allowed rile tr0UL fishery 10 rebound ,md flourish long term.Today smelt have taken over as the primary food source for trout in Lhe lake and unwittingly this has also saved the Koaro. Although the average size is smaller now, Koaro are common the l.akeTaupo catchment. 
Adults can reach 180mm in length ,tnd the longest known is 288mm 
Bullies (Gobio1110tphus cotidiam,s) 

Also known as Toitoi the common bull)' is probably the most widespread aod well known of 1he New Zealand native fishes - and they are common in the Taupo region. 
There are two types, firstly 'river' bullies which have open pores on the top of their heads making them slightly 

different to their 'lake' dwelling co,,sins. River buUies were thought to have been accidentally introduced to Lake Taupo (and Rotorua) with smelt.The two types can inter-breed. 
111ey occupy lakes and wetland margins, gravelli• rivers and they are often seen as they are not partjcularly secreLive. They eat a wide variety of insects, small fish and crustaceans. L1rger bullies will eat small smelt and they can be cannibalistic. 
·n1cy arc another primary food source for growing trout and brown trout seem to be particularly par1ial 10 them, pel'l1aps because they occupy sin1ilar river and lake margin environments to bumes. 
They can reach 1;omm but are seldom found in lakes (including J...1ke Taupo) more than 70.80mm. 
Smelt (Reh·opi11na ·retropi1ma) Common in coastal streams, smelt were introduced to L ake Rotorua from Port Waikato. Such was their success, they were then imroducccl 10 Taupo in the 1930's 10 supplement the food supply for trout. Like Koaro, smelt have managed 10 esiablish tot.1lli• freshwater populations despite the juveniles normally needing co access the sea. Smelt have become a well established, major player in Lake Taupo ecology and food chains. 
They spawn on the sandy benches and jus1 u1side the river·m0uths around the lake in spring (noted as smelting time). Smelt eggs and larvae provide food for Koaro, bullies :met even adult smelt them-
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C'ltfish 
(lcU1l11r11s nebulosns) 

Photo by: Mtirk Vennwu 

selves. In more productive environments smelt will often spawn three times over the spring/summer period at age two and many live for an additional year. However, atTaupo most only spawn twice and then die which is whyTaupo smelt are often smaUer than those found elsewhe,-e. The incubation period for smelt eggs is short - around 9 days so a great number of smelt ma)' arise from an)' one spawning season. Th.is bas not onl)' ensured their own survival bm allowed for the ongoing support of the large Taupo trout population over time. However, it also means that there arc too many smelt for the available food (plankton). Starvation each winter is the main limitation on the size of the smelt population. 
Adult smelt are an attractive f ish. They are sleek and stre;unlined with an almost shimmering silve,· appearance - much what you would expect from 'bait fish' in the sea. As juveniles they are almost clear, reminiscent of whitebait.Although often touted as such they are not of the whitebait family. Smelt are also a very fragile fish which made them notori· ously difficult co transport on the earl)' roads and vehicles from Rotorua. 
Early in their lives (as larvae) they feed on phytoplankton (microscopic plants) but begin to feed on the larger zooplankton as they get older. Mature smelt have gone through a number of physio!Ogi· 

cal changes which allow them to do this over time. 
Smelt can grow up to 110mm long, but rarely past 60mm at Tau po and are edible although they are often referred co as 'cucumber fish' in reference to their particular odour. They can only be harvested under permit in Taupo by members of Ngati'l\1wharetoa. 
INTRODUCED FISH 
(OTHER THAN TROUT) 

Catfish (lctaltn·us nebulosus) Catfish were first reported in l'..akeTaupo in J 985 and are now in stable numbers. Considered to be a pest fish, they inhabit quietly flowing weedy environments around sand)' bottoms or lagoons. As a consequence they predominate at che southern end of L1keTaupo and can be caught fairt)' easily from Motuoapa to Waihi in weedy areas although r.here are small populations in other areas of the lake such as Whakaipo Bay. A license is not required tO catch catfish although au catfish are required be ki.llcd under recent changes to the Amateur Fishing Regulations 1986. 
There are many theories as to how they were introduced, some quite spurious but the most likely scenario given how hard)' these fish are is that they came in on weed carried by a boac trailer. Quite conceivably they could have hidden in the box section of a trailer and as long as ic sm)'ed moist, survived several days until the trailer was brought to Taupo. This highlights the importance of the Check, Clean, Ory message. 
They are very hardy and can cope with a wide variecy of temperature and water qualit)' conditions. Titis makes them very adaptable and a threat to most of New Zealand' s waterways. Interestingly they can also live out of water for long periods of time if kept moist. 
They are a bottom dwelling fish, scav enging and predating by ambush. They are oppommists and eat a diverse �mge 



Goldfish 
(Ct1r,·t1s.sil,s t111,·t1l11.s) 

PIJOIO bJ•: Stephen Moore 

Fa,· n'g1Jt:$ailfin MOIi)' 
(Poecifiu laliplrma) 

Pboto by: D. lV.N KletlJ 

of foods including crustaceans, small 
fish and detritus (rotting vegetation). 
However their eyesight is poor and they 
are ctunbersome in pursuit of their prey. 
This means they are not good predators 
of smelt.Smelt are simply too fast (unless 
unwell). Obviously this is good for the 
trout because their primary food source 
is unaffected. However they do have an 
impact on koura (fresh water crayfish) 
particularly small koura as they occupy 
similar weedy lakebed envirorunents. Jo 
this way there is an ecological impact 
arising from their presence. 
They are edible if prepared proper!)' 
and requests have been made to the rel· 
evant authorities to capture them com
mercially with a view to selling into a 
number of export markets.To date, these 
ventures have not been successful. 
Department of Conservation monitors 
catfish populations in Lake Taupo on a 
rcgt�ar basiS. Extensive research has also 
been done on their diet and spread dynam
ics. 
They can grow up to 500mm long and 
2kg in weight but in Taupo they rarely 
get above 350mm and 1.5kg. 
Goldfish (Carrassius auratus) 
Goldfish were introduced to LakeTaupo 
in I 873 and were found in various parts 
of the lake within 5 years, particularly 
where swamps bordered the shoreline. 

Soon after release they were particu
larly prevalent between Waihi and the 
Tongariro River delta. Known as mori
hana after Sut>-inspector ,V!orrison who 
released them, they became a valued 
food source. 
Goldfish still exist in Lake Taupo in the 
weedy areas . a few large specimens 
were caught at a recent Motuoapa fishing 
tournament. Their impact is minimal 
and as such they are considered to be 
a relatively 'benign' fish in New Zealand 
waterways. Furthermore, particularly 
when small, goldfish do provide another 
food source for trout and shags. 
They feed on a variety of aquatic plants 
and detritus as well as small aquatic 
inSt:Cts, worms, sna.ils and crustaceans. 
Commonly they get to a maximum of 
I 50-200mm and around 500g in weight. 
Sailfin Molly (Poecifia latipimia) 
This fish occurs in a geothermal wetlancl 
nearTokaanu at the southern end of Lake 
Taupo. As with its cousin the guppy, it 
tlicl once occur in the Waipah.ihiThern1al 
Stream nearTaupo but clisappeared from 
there many years ago. 
It exists in the turbid, sulphurous water 
present at Tokaanu ancl its survival is 
totally reliant on the warmth of the water 
generated by the geothermal activity 
there. When lake levels are hjgh and cold 
lake water emers the weUand, the habitat 
for this 6sh can become very limited. 
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Swordtail ma.le 
(XiplJOfJIJorus belier/) 

PbQt() by: Marlin Cem(Jifsky 

Koura (fresh,,i::ucr crayfi,sh) 
(Pm·anepbmps J>lt111if,tms) 

PIJot<> �J•: Stcplxm , lfoo,-e 
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I t  ears small aquatic insects and crus1>1-ceans ancl it also ears algae and organic detfirus. 
Its attractiveness makes it a very desirable fish for aquariums, especially the males that have the greatly exaggerated dorsal fins that give the fish its name. 
It commonly reaches 60-70mm in size. 
Swordtail (Xiphophm·us helleri) This is a very attractive f ish with the males having ;m elongated lower edge 

on its mil fin creating the ·sword'. 
This fish is onl)' found in the geothermaUy heated Waipahihi Stream on the northern shores of Lake 11mpo where it Jives in weedy pools and slow moving margins.As with the sailfin molly above 

it is totally reliam on the heated geothermal �vater for survival. 
It has very similar eating habits to the moUy. 
They can reach a reasonable size, with males reaching 80mm (without sword) and females up to 120mm. 
MOLLUSCS AND CRUSTACEANS 

Koura (Paranephrops pla11ift'011s) Koura, or freshwater crayfish as they are commonly known are widespread in LakeTaupo and its tributaries.They seek the cover of rocks, logs and branches on the lake floor. 
However, at night they move into the shallows ro feed in the weed beds where they are omnivorous scavengers and will feed on small invertebrates and organic debris. They provide a key role in the ecology of the Jake in that they recycle nutrients and arc a predominant member of the food chain. 
They are a food source for shags, trout, catfish and people (although only members of Ngati Tuwharetoa are allowed to harvest them in the Taupo catchment).They get to around 15cm in length. 



Kakahi (Nyrldellfl 11umzfesfi) 
Pboto �)': Sjt,nn Cbnrterls 

P�idium (Pfsftlfum sp) 
Photo by: Stcf)IJCII Moo,-e 

Kakahi or Freshwater Mussel 
(Hy1·idefla menziesii) 

This shellfish grows to around 70mm 
long and is abundant in lake 1aupo and 
many other freshwater lakes throughout 
New Zeahtnd. lbey tend to congregate 
just below the wave/ripple zone in l i t 
toral .treas as  the waves stir up organic 
particles whid1 they feed on. 
Early on Kakahi were food for local 

Maori although they arc seldom eaten 
today.They have quite a different physi 
ology and require cliffcren1 preparation 
to their sea borne cousins. 
Their life C)'Cle is very interesting, partic
ularly in the early stages when the tiny 
larvae of Kakahi alCach themselves to 
the head fins and mouth of small native 
fish (Koaro, bullies) and then later drop 
off to continue developing. This is likely 
the primary mechanism for their spread 
although as adults they leave distinctive 
tracks in the sand marking their prog
ress as they move around. 
Pisidium (Pisidium sp) 

Pisidium or 'pea clams' arc another 
species of mussel present in LakeTaupo. 
Smaller than Kakahi, Pisiclium seldom 
grows 10 more than 5mm, is very delicate 
and has an almost clear shell.Sometimes 
the shells have a degree of phosphores
cence. l.t is found in deeper environs at 
around 20m-100m depth in the lake and 
is most common around the Waiiahanui 
basin in spring. Their deep habitat is  
probably why it is  seldom seen and rela
tively little is known about it. 
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Big Casters Have Egos 
If you're a good caster and are wanting a line that will give you control at any 
distance, then you'll fall in love with our new Ego taper. The Ego's big head won't 

kick when aerialising a big cast and will maintain loop control even on a long shoot. 
For shorter work in clearer rivers, the Explorer taper is loaded with energy to 

minimise false casts even with heavy or wind resistant flies. If you prefer smaller 
water with long leaders and lighter flies, then the new Tactical will improve your 

presentation around wary fish whilst still maintaining perfect loop control when 
turning over long leaders. The kind of choice you'd expect from the only company 
that knows fly fishing like you do. 
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By Mark Venman 

M-l-rk is Progr.amme j\fanag<:r, 

Field Opera.lions for 1he 

1'auJ)O fishery Area 

Top:TI1c �-1:tpa.ra Stream 
providt-s ample nows 

anti gravels for juvenile 
and spawning trom 

Pboto �)' it1m·k VCuman 

T
he Mapara Stream clearance 

which began in early 2008 has 

finally come ro an end.The initial 

phases of project were first described 

by Nathan Walker in the article 'J\fapara 

Mayhem' in Issue 58 of Target ·raupo. 

However, at th at rime rhe big challenges 

this task would present were a bit of an 

unknown. 

The Mapara Stream is a small spring fed 

st.ream that enters northern Lake Taupo 

on rhe eastern side ofWhakaipo Bay.The 

stream had become very overgrown 

since it was retired from grazing approx

imately 20 years ago. In fact, one could 

be forgiven for not realising there even 

was a stre�,m down in the gully as you 

drive along Mapar.1 Road. Although the 

wide and relatively shallow rhroughour, 

it provides ample gravels and flows for 

borh spawning and juvenile rrour. \Vhen 

combined with the nearby\Vhangamata 

Stream these small tributaries account 

for some good recruitment of trout at 

the top encl ofL�keTaupo. 

The Mapara Stream is somewhat prone 

ro flash flooding. ln early 2008, this 

caused some damage tO the mouth of 

the stream and left a number of trout 

stranded on the beach. Work was com

pleted ro restore the mouth but further 

investigation upstream revealed that tl\e 

Ma para was being choked by a combina

tion of blackberr)' and a series of fallen 

trees. In mid 2008 work commenced 
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On a wggr d:,y the 1:is-hery 
area team d<.--al to blackbcrr)' 

and fallen trees in the i\lapara 
1->JJOto by Mark Vemm:m 

on improving fish passage by cutting back the blackberry and removing any logjams encountered. With dense blackberry well over 2 metres high, lidying up a 2 kilome1re s1re1ch of stream was not going 10 be an easy task. After the firs1 couple of days progress was slow, morale was dented and we realised jus1 how big the job was. Blackberry was cut using scrub bars fitted with metal blades right down to the water level and runners under the water were also cut co prevent them from trapping flood debris. Chainsaws were used to remove fallen branches and logs. The cut vegetation was then lifted out of the stream and heaped up high on the banks. It wasn't long before we could see the odd trout making the most of some daylight and freedom in the stream. 
o,,er 1he next year or so we would send a team out to Mapara on a regular basis to continue with the job but it was slow going and opporrnni1ies LO continue 

the work were hampered in the 2009 winter due to staff shonages and 01 her work commitments.At one sr.,�ge we had one 1eam cutting upstream from the lake and one team cutting downstream in an attempt to try and 'double time' ii and meet in the middle somewhere. However, the lack of good landmarks and visibility through a mass of tangled blackberry meam it was hard to gauge exactly how much was left to cut. We even tried shouting down the va'uey to sec if we could hear each other but on most days we couldn't even hear the other scrub bar - at these times it was a fair bet that we still had a reasonable way to go. 
Mowever, we were keen to finish what we had started and kept chipping away. On the 29th of September 2009 we finally finished one of the more challenging jobs encountered in the Fishery Area. The sense of achievement was clear on everyone's faces as we finally 



t to be 1 , d turned ou completed what ,,, . It was a team . , nderraking. . ff massive u F'shery sta a ' I tO get most ·1 . • effort and goo< rding proiect at involved in such a rewa one time or other. 
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Bourke and Mike Hill fa1 reka! Ranger� C:illu;.�allv-complete the job 
P�;,,� by Mt,rk Vcmntm 



By Mike Nichol.son 

and John \Vehb 

Mike i:, the;: Tc2cl1cr of our 

cduc:uion programmes 2t 

the'tonga.riro National Trout 

Centre 

1. wre.11 conditiont,"<I ripe hens 
:m: c:tr<fully stripped of their 
t..-ggs (ov·.1) :md then relc:lS(:d. 

Pbolo by.:Julle <;rea,Jt� 

2. Milt (spc:m,) i,; added to the 
egs:; from adul1 Jacks (male 

fish) aJ\d life tx--gin.s instantl}'. 
Photo by:Jullr Greaw.s 

3. Different hens can have ova 
th�n come in a range of 

different h� :md colours.. 
Pb<Jto �· Kim Alexmute,�llaitl 

4. 1110 fc-niliScd eggs arc then 
cardull)' pkl<..-ed into buckeLS 

for tr.tnsportation to the 
hmdlcry building. 

!'/Joto by Kim Ale.-.:tmd<..,..Tmi11 

5 and 6. 111e total numbc.:r of 
eggs is esti.rnatt"<I b)• m(".lb1.1ring 

thcir volume :uid counting :i. 
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What's Up Small Fry? 
THEAl\1.AZING JOURNEY FROM EGG TO ADULT AT THE HATCHERY W:1enever people visit the Tongariro National Trout Centre, whether it is school groups or t.he general public, there is always a great deal of quescions about the hatchery process.TI1e following photo assay explains. 



7 and 8. lnto the in0.1b:uor 

ther go.Some c� will die and 

nc..x.-d to be rt.'1novcd.Titcsc are 

ea�y t0 identify through 

the change of colour. 

f.ggs SI.a)' in the incubalor for 

about 18<1.1)'S, For five of these 

d:1ys they 3IC ext:remeLr f'r.1.gile. 

When neartr read)• to hatdl 

lhey arc plae<:d into baskct.S in 

small troughs. 
f>fJQIOSVy 

Kim Altr.t.·t11ldt.,r-Tt,,ia 

and Dat,'C Conley 

9- At around 28 days tJ1e t.'"88$ 

ha!dl into alcvi.ns witJt a yolk 

sack anachccl. After living on 

the; yolk for nbot1t th.re<: weeks 
dlt:)' wilJ·swim up'to 1he 

surf.tee and be given food for 

the first time. 

Photo by Om,,e Conley 

10. Now known as U')� they 

b'<!l (<..'d rcguL1rty and put on 
t..X>nditi<m rapidl)�A.s their sb,e 

increases so does dteir feed 

and the size of the trough they 

:m:kcpt in. 

Pbolo I,!)• MIi. .. Nicbols-011 

ll-Al:t.round8 
months old and 7-tOcrn they 

are known as parr ft)' and they 

a.re tr:m.sfern::d Out5idc tO the 

l).urr()\\,S ci.CC\v.1)'$ 

or rearing ponds. 

Pbolo l>y Mil,,: Nlcbolson 

12.At arotuld 18 months old 

and 20cm the.: final transfer is 

made; 10 the kids fishing pond 

Ph<>IO by:Julle (;n?m,-cs 



By Cru-olyn Newell 
C.1rolyn iS our Programme 

�fanager, Ser\fice:ind is 
responsible for Jicensinp: and 

eo<>rdin-ating scrvicl"S for the 
l:tu1>0 J-1.shcry An.-a 
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Have you Enjoyed 
Reading Target Tau po 

I
f you have enjoyed this issue and would Uke to receive the ne>.'t one th.en read further. Jlrom the start of the new season (1st July 2009) we have changed the way in which we collect the poscal information we need to distributcTarget1aupo. 

Previously we used to compile the address list from the duplicates of all our whole season licences sold. However due to major ongoing issues of illegible scribe; incorrect or incomplete addresses and in conjunction with the very considerable scaff resources to transcribe the 1 1,000 or so names and addresses, we have looked at new ways to collect this information. 
Instead we are requesting that you send your comact details in via email or phone us. Receiving your postal information this way will also give us a point of contact to follow up on any vital information chat may be.: missing, incrt.�tsing the likelihood of you receiving your valued issues of the magazine. We need your full home postal addrc.:ss rather than your holiday home address. Similarly if you are Rural Deliver)', as many homes are, please remember you have to be registered for Rural Delivery with New Zealand Post co receive mail. 

IFYOUWANTTO RECEIVE 

YOUR COPY OF .. 

'TARGET TAUPO', 
PLEASE FORWARD YOUR 

• NAME 
• POSTAL ADDRESS 

INCLUDING POSTAL CODE 
• LICENCE NUMBER 

to targcttaupo@xtra.co.nz or jf you <lo not have access to a co,nputcr, call Taupo Fishery Arca office, 07 384 7123 upon purchasing your 
adult season or adult week licence. Registration will entitle you to receive the next 2 issues of Target Taupo. These contact details will also be printed on your license. 



By Dr Michel OcduaJ 

Michel is our Fi.shcry Scientist 

Top: Illfor01alion collected at 
chc \Vrupa trap is some of ,he 
mo�t impOrt:mt in th<: fishery 

Pbou, b)l:G/e,,11 Mac/et111 

What do we Learn from Interviewing 
Anglers and Trapping Trout 
in the Tau po Fishery? 

A1y resource can only be well nanaged if dara and informaion of sufficient quality are available. For example, the fishing acti v· ity in the North Norwegian fishery off the Lofoten islands is extremely well managed because it has been monitored and controlled for more than 200 years to avoid problems occurring during periods of high fishing density. 
An)' fishery needs three ingredients: habitat, fish, and anglers. All three components arc intricately intertwined and if a single one is missing there is no such thing as a fishery. In the Tau po f ishery which is resourced exclusively by the sale of fishing licences, managers set stringent goals to do all we can to 

ensure the sustainability of the fishery while maximising angling opportunity and success within this constraint. 
To achieve these goals we collect an extensive assortment of numerical information on many of the organisms present in the system but principally on rainbow and 10 a lesser extent on brown trout.Fish like trout lend themselves to quantitative smdy because of their mass migrations such as the spawning migration from L'lke Tau po. These migrations provide an opportunity to count the entire population as they move past a fixed point in a ri,•cr i.e. through a fish trap. The most imporrnnt darn sets we have relate to these "spawning runs" or more sinlply the "runs" of fish that return f rom Lake 
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Taupo co reproduce in the Waipa Stream 
- a tributary of the Tongariro River. The 
ability to use data collected at the Waipa 
trap is es.�ential in understanding how tl1e 
fishery functions. To predict the number 
of adults remrning to spawn is a corner
stone of our research and our manage
ment of the fishery. 
Fish traps are generally installed upstream 
of legal fishing limit or in streams closed 
to angling.Therefore, the number of fish 
trapped reflects the number of fish rhat 
have survived all sources of mortality 
including escaping capture by a,,glets 
- t:ltis is referred t:o as the "escapement". 
Escapement data and more importantly 
trends in escapements from one year to 
the other provide an excellent tool to 
monitor the state of the fishery. 
The exploration of trap data on its own 
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is a powerful tool in understanding some 
of the biological processes of the fishery 
but when supplemented with the htumm 
dimension of the fishery it provides a true 
picture of what is happerting. TI1e human 
dimension is provided by the responses 
anglers give when interviewed during our 
routine angling surveys. In this art;cle we 
will try to interpret the rcst�ts of the trap 
data gathered in the Waipa Stream and 
angler interviews on the Tongariro River 
during the last 10 years. Titis will tuwcil 
some of what we can learn about the 
T.1upo trout fishery from these activities. 
The first and most obvious information 

that trap data provides is the size of the 
total run of fish that are spawning in the 
Waipa Stream upstream of the trap. It is 
important to remember througho\1t tltis 
article that Taupo is a wild fishery and 
that fish production is reflected by tl1c 
natural conditions that c.:xist in the rivers 
during spawning, incubation and rearing 
of the juveniles and in the lake during 
the growth toward sexual maturity. As 
these environmental conditions vary 
from year to year we expect the ,iumber 
of fish that reach maturity and return 
to spawn is also highly variable. Indeed, 
the graph left (Graph 1) indicates the 
number of fish that have ,·eturned to 
spawn in the Waipa Stream during the 
last IO years has varied hy as much as 
by a factor of three between the lowest 
run in 2008 and the highest run in 2004. 
Even though there is not much point 
in describing an average run we could 
say that in a typical year there are about 
4000 fish that have escaped capture and 
returned to spawn. 
To explain such a large variability in 
fish numbers from one year to another 
we have to look at the survival prob
ability of each egg produced by the 
females.The number of eggs produced 
is positively correlated with the size 
of the female. A female rainbow trout 
500mm long will produce about 3400 
eggs but a female 600 mm long will 
produce abom 4800 eggs. Now if the 
eggs laid by each female produces two 
adults which is realistic, the popula
tion will remain stable.This means the 
female trout 500mm long will have 
3398 or 99.941% of her eggs that do 
not survive 10 adulthood. Because the 
numbers of eggs produced are large in 
relation to the number of adults pro
duced, a very small change in survival 
will cause large departures from a stable 
population. l'or example, if the average 
mortality increases from 99.94 I% to 
99.949% then the population will drop 
by half. ff on the other hand the mor 
tality drops from 99.941% to 99.933% 
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chen che population will increase by half. This means that a change of mor talicy of  only 0.016% is  sufficie111 to explain a three fold difference in the numbers of adults returniI1g to spawn! Considering these numbers it is actually quite incredible that the numbers of adults returning to spawn doesn't fluctuate by more than by a factor of three.This very high sensitivity of adu.lt production to tl1e minute changes in mortality rate supports the premise that the reduction of the lake productivity in 2005 provides the best explanation for the poor condition and low numbers of fish trapped (or seen in the fishery in general) since then. 
But what about fishing, how much can fishing affect the munber of fish returning? Well we have to remember that rainbow trout have evolved in parts of the world where they have to face not only harsh environmental constraincs bm also many natural predators in.eluding eagles, bears, Otters, seals, and other fish species. In New Zealand however, rainbow trout have far (ewer natural predators. The most serious predator is the angler and we'll explain later some of the impacts that anglers can have on the number of fish returning. 
For quite some time we have assumed that fish production in the T:mpo fishery is primarily determined by the conditions that exist in the spawning and rearing tributaries and that their condi-

tion and size is mainly dictated by conditions existing in the lake. However, if we compare the number of fish versus their size it appears that generally speaking, the years where many fish return also coincides with years where fish have a good average size.This indicates that the conditions existing in the take may actuall)' be responsible not only for the qualiq• of the adults returning but also their numbers. This is a big U-turn in our unders1'lnding of the fishery. More research on jm•enile trout behaviour and biology in I..�ke Taupo is necessar y to shed some light on the matter. Having information on the processes occurring in the lake will help us to identify what parameters are most imporrnnt with the hope that eventually we can predict the nwnber and condition of the fish running next year. Th.is is the Holy Grail of fishery management. 
CATCH RATE 

AND FISHABU!\1DANCE All the fish that nm through the Wai pa trap must first swim up the Tongariro where they can get caught by anglers .Therefore we would expecc to see t.he catch rate per unit effort or CPUE (number 0£ fish caught per hour) to be related to 1 the 
gumber of fish passing through the trap at Wai pa. From rwo radio-tracking e,rperiments that we carried our in 1995 and in 2003 we know that it takes on average about a month f9r a trout to swinl up the Tongariro River from d1e Delta to the Waipa Stream.'lbereforc, we can explore the relationship between the munber of fish caught and the abundance of fish present in the sysrem by plotting the number of fish trapped each month in the Waipa with the CPUE measured on d1e'Iongariro during the previous month (Graph 2 above). 
The firsc striking thing is that there 
is no clear relationship between the average CPUE and the number of fish present. Regardless of the size of the run the average CPUE per angler has been varying between 0.2 and 0.5 fish 
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Hrper.,ubili1) · on.·ur:i. when 
the �r<:h for fi--h b hight) 

dficicm and the f&,,hjng 
c.·ffort become, conccmratc."d 

in areas of hl�h fi,h dt:.nsity. 
Pbow l�)·:JolJ1t Gibbs 

per hour excep1 the ot11licr for October 

2007 where it readied J .2 fish per hour. 

When the CPUE remains high despite 

a low abundance of fish scientbt, talk 

about -h)'perstabiliq·-. Hypcr,1:1bilit)' 

occurs when the search for fish is highly 

cfflcient clue to communication amongst 

angl ers and the effort is concen1 r:uecl in 

arc:,s of high dcn,itics. Some Can:,di:111 

research reveal� that anglers experience 

high CPUE of chinook salmon during 

periods of low river salmon abundance 

because both fi,h and angler. concen

tr:uc in small :irca, of the river. 

Our combined data for CPUE in the 

Tongariro River and fish abu ndance 

recorded in W:1ipa trap sugi:est that 

hypcrstabiliry of CPUE for rainbow trout 

abo exists in the Tonb-ariro River sr,tem 

and probabl)' in 01her Tau po river, as 

well. For example 1hc pool immediately 

below the Bridite on Highw:1y I cur· 

rcmly doesn't provide much refuge for 

the fish that hold here apart from the 

cover provided by the piles of the bridge 

and a few snags.T he fish remain concen

t r:ued and arc obvious 10 angler. ncarlr 

all of the tin1e - therefore catch r:1tes at 

thb location tend 10 be high. 

II now appears that trom running early 

arc geneticall)' different than 1hose 

running late. 

Not only are they genctic:illy different 

but they also bch:l\'e differently as 1he)' 
migrate up tJ1c rhcr. We ha,•e ob.>ened 

b} tr:tCking r:tinbow trout during their 

sp:1wning migr:ttion that until abou1 

Scp1ember fish remain stationarr during 

stable flow conditions waiting for the 

next fresh to mon, further. The r:tdio 

tr:tcking results al�o 1cll us that later in 

the ye:,r fish run more quickly throuAh 

the ,y,tem and do11'1 rel)' as much on 

freshes to migrate. Tr:tpping opcr:uions 

abo indicate that early in the ,ca-on 

1110,t fish reach the imp at night but c:m 

en1er 1hc tr:tp ac :1ny time of the chi)' later 

in the year.This sugi:e,ts that the potcn, 

tial impact> of h)•pcrstabili<r arc more 

pronounced in the e:irlr phase of the 

run. In effect the longer a spell of ,rnble 

flow, earl)' in the season, the more pro

nounced the impact, of hyperstability. 

·mere :ire important management conse

quences of higher capture vulnerability 

:11 low fish abundance. If hrperstabilit )' 

is occurring and there is no change in 

the number of fishermen then we would 

expect the mortality r:ite (or number of 

fi>h caught as a perccnrnge of the 101:11) 

10 ine['(.�tse at low fish abundancc.'l11i, 

process is called depensatory mortality. 





The clepensator)' mortalif)' rnc:ms that 
the :tttcmpts of management 10 keep 
,mall stocks from going extinct will be 
made more difficull because angling 
effort will have to be controlled much 
more severely. Another implication of 
the relacionship between catchability 
of fish and CPUE means that a dccr1.-asc 
in CPUE undere,1imates the decre:1..: in 
fi:.h :abundance.Therefore we have 10 be 
extremely cautious in the interprc1:uion 
of CPUE especiall)' as an es1im: 11or of  
fi,h abundance. For example in Graph 
3 . .ome of the lowest CPUE mca,urccl 
were in the winter:, of 2002 and 2004. 

In 2002 the run was not exceptional 
but it certainly wa, in 2004 as it was the 

,-ccond highest run since the I rap was 
c,1:1blishcd. Conver.cir as discm,.-.(:d in 
'A Season of  Improvement' on page 9, 
the catch rates this rear were among the 
highest reeorclecl, though all other incli-
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cations are that the run is at the low end 
of the scale. 
Another expl:111:nion for the lack of clear 
rcl:uionship between CPUE :md fish 
:abundance mai• be a level of exaggera
tion by anglers during our creel ,un·crs. 
TI1e exaggeration is not reflec1cd in the 
number of fish kep1,as these are counted 
and controlled,bu1 in the numbe,· of fish 
reported caught and released. Studies 
overseas reveal 1ha1 generall)' anglers 
arc more likcl)' to exaggerate when the 
fish abundance clcclincs. 
Recreational anglers don't have any finan-

cial incentive 10 ovcr..:xploit the fishery 
and can be expected choose another place 
to go fi,hing when their e.xpectations :arc 
no longer met. TI1e level of satisfaction 
below which anglers arc likely to go cbc· 
where is difficult to qu:mtify, however, if 
they go somewhere else then that part of 
the fish err they left should recover.If this i:, 
the ca><: then recreational fisheries should 
nm sulic r the dramatic coUapses seen the 
commercial fisheries. Nevcrtheles.�,fishing 
prcs,,ure can drive rccre:uional fisheries 10 
collap,-c and d1at prc»ure cloesn '1 have 
to be e.,'U'emc if it occurs simultanc.-ou:.ly 
with a dramatic drop in the overall pro
ductivity of the system. I lowcvcr, it is com
plic:Hed by what defines a collapse but 
dramatic reduction, in CPUE have been 
used previously 10 declare that the fisher)' 
has collap:,ed. 
For ex:1rnple, the Committee of the 
SL1t u, of Endangered Wildlife in C:111:acla 
rare;, :1 •1>ecies a, endangered or criti
cally endangered if within IO rear, or 
3 gencr:1tions the :l\'crage CPUE drop, 
by SO and 80% respectively. However, 
as already explained we cannot use the 
trend in CPUE as an indication of the 
s1a1U, of the fish population for Taupo 
becau,e CPUE is 1101 necessarily related 
to I he fish abundance. Consequently, we 
m11,1 find another avenue 10 identify the 
s1a1u, of the fishery :mcl if i t  is on the 
verge of collapse, how much is cam,cd b)' 
over fishing and how much is caused by 
natuml events. Both causes will probably 
be involved for the 'l:lupo fishery po,ing 
the fir:.1 big hurdle of how to separate the 
imp:ic1,. In other worcb: a1 what level of  
productivity does rhc fishing then have 
a dangel'Ous impact? This is a complex 
problem as we iUus1r:uc below. 
The run� of crom in the Taupo catch
ment have previously been moni1orccl 
for many years in the Waihukahuka :mcl 
Tok:ian II streams (Gr:1ph 4). These I wo 
stream, arc spring feel and therefore 
their now and 1empcr:11ure don't nuc1u
a1e oignificamly from one rear to another 
providing a stable environment. On the 
other hand the Wai pa Stream is a run-off 



When ma11:ating fisheries 
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c=in be done 10 control the 
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stream and its flow is largely dependent 
on rainfall. Even though the nins in the 
Waihukahuka anclTokaanu streams were 
not monitored over the same period as 
in the Waipa it is still possible to use 
them to highlight the complexity of 
weighting the impacts of fishing versus 
the impacts of nature. It is import.ant to 
note at this point that it is possible to 
address the problems associated with 
fishing but there is nothing much that 
can be clone to rectify nature. 
For example, when cqmparing Waipa 
to Tok:rnnu/\X'aihukalmka Streams, one 
obvious difference is that the fluctuation 
in the size of the run is much larger in 
the Waipa than in the other two streams. 
In essence this reflects the variable 
recruitment of juvenile fish created in 
part by the conditions that existed in the 
stream during the riverine phase of their 
life cycle. It is well known that floods 
and or extended periods of low flows 
during drought conditions can affecr 
the muuber of juveniles produced in a 
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stream and that ultimately will affect the 
number that will return as adults.TI1ese 
large natural fluctuations complicate the 
identification of the impacts of fishing 
because there is no constant baseline to 
assess against. 
A.1.'-IGLER SATISFACTION 
Anothcrofour key objectives is to provide 
angling opportunity. In part this requires 
that we have to count how many fish get 
caught and harvested. This estin1ation is 
made by series of surveys which record 
fishing effort and catch rate. During these 
surveys we also seek feed-back from 
anglers about their perceptions on the 
state of the fishery. We ask anglers using 
a ranking system of I to 1.0 (J terrible, lO 
excellent) to rate the quality of the fish 
they are catching, their catch rate, and 
their level of satisfuction.The remainder 
of this article will look at how anglers 
perceive the status of d1e fishery through 
our interviews and how this measure 
compares to the reality obtained via data 
collected atWaipa trap. 
Just as fish condition and size varies from 
year to year we expect to see a close rela
tionship between the feelings of anglers 
and the size/quality of fish that are 
actually present (Graph 4). Incleed, the 
highest level of satisfaction regarding the 
condition of the fish caught was recorded 
in 1998. TI1is is not unexpected as the 
average size of d1e fish caught in 1998 
was exceptional - similar to what they 
were in the 1920's .  Howeve1; the extraor
dinary average size was still not sufficient 
to reach IO on the satisfuction scale.This 
highlights that perhaps it is an ambitious 
goal to completely satisfy anglers. Most of 
the anglers who fished in the 1920's are 
now fishing other, more celestial waters 
but there arc plenty of us who fished in 
1998 anti who use the 1998 fish as the 
benchmark of quality, even though 1998 
was clearly an "abnormal" vintage. The 
nostalgia of 1998 was over in 1999 when 
fish ren,rned to"norm:ll"size and satisfuc
tion quickly dropped. However, in 2000 
the satisfaction level increased in concert 
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with the increase in fish size. Perhaps anglers thought the fish were about ro return t0 the glorious size of 1998 but unfortunately they didn't. 
lletween March l 999 and the end of 2006 the average size of fish varied little and the satisfaction of anglers mirrored this. However, in June 2004 something strange happened.TI1e perception of the quality of fish by anglers suddenly and significantly increased despite the fact that no inc,-ease in fish size was noticeable. nie quality of fish substantially declined in 2007 and 2008 in response of poor growing condi· tions chat existed in Lake'Iltupo po,1 2005. 17iis translated into a decline in the overall satisfaction level 
An interesting question to come out of all this is can consistency of fish size over an extended period be perceived as a desirable feature of the fishery and hence increase overall satisfaction> 

STOCK-RECRUITMENT 
Recruitment of young fish imo adu lts is necessary to sustain any fishery population. Recruirment failure, due to overfishing, habitat alteration, or othe,· events, can lead to reduced adult abundance and reduced angling satisfaction. If severe, recruitment failure can ultimatel y result in severe population declines and collapse of a fishery. Recruitment will influence the egg-to-adult mortality and therefore, is it a very strong influence on fish populations. 
As discussed recruitment success varies from year to year in most populations due to a number of fucrors. Some trout from certain water bodies may display fairly constant recruitment each )'ear. whereas others display highly variable recruitment that will cause wicle fluc tuations in the number of fish returning to spawn. The variability in size of the run in the Waipa Stream suggests that 
the J"ecruitmcat trend may have many average and below average years interspersed with periodic strong ones. 
The processes and mechanisms that 

cause recruitment variation and the protection of adult fish srocks from overexploitation have been intensively investigated for many years primaril)' for commerciall)' important marine fisheries. Loss of critical habitat and migration barriers in conjunction with overfishing has been cited as the cause for the decline of many Pacific salmon populations in North America. 
To determine if a relations(lip exisis between recruitment and spawners, long term data collection relating to both is necessary and the longer the period of data collection the better. The scientific literature suggests having at least 20 years of claia to make robust analysis. 
Recruitment in wild populations is limited by environmental constr:1ints at relatively high densities, and therefore the rate of recruitment may stabilize or even decrease at high levels of spawner abundance. So rile first type of model assumes that competition among earl)' life stages for any limited resource (foocl or/and space) will cause recruits to increase initially then tO reach a maximum that wHI not increase even if more spawners are present. 
The second more dramatic type of model, assumes that the number of recruiis can actually clecline at higher levels of spawners abundance due tO a phenomenon called "overcompensation·. Overcompensation may arise from such obvious processes as cannibalism but more importantly can be;: induced by predation on juvenile fish, including predarion by other species. Scientists believe that overcompensation is prevalent in lake ecosystems that are potentially food and/or habitat limited. In salmonids it has also been proposed that overcompensation may arise from superimposition of spawning rcdds and disease outbreaks affecting egg mortality at high spawners densities. 
Recruits are generally considered to be juvenile fish or even eggs. In the case 
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of the Waipa we consider recruits as 
being maiden fish returning to the trap 
to spawn for the first time and this is 
an important thing to monitor. Each data 
point in Graph ; consists of a ratio of 
1he number of females that spawn on 
a particular year versus the number of 
maiden fish of both sexes returning 3 
years later. The period of 3 years coin
cides with the age at first maturity based 
on tagging-recaprure experimems. This 
approach is slightly different in a sense 
that the number of maiden fish renirning 
has already been affected by the fishing 
in the lake and rivers and by the envi
ronmental factors that may have affected 
the recruitment at any stage during the 
3 years of the fish life (mortality caused 
by floods etc). 
The Waipa trap has been in operation 
since I 998 and the data collecced indi
cates chat che recrui11nent of maiden fish 
rernrning has again varied by a faccor 
of three. However, che combinacion of 
fishing pressure and growing condicions 
is complex and ir becomes very difficult 
to identify what factor contributed the 
most to the trend observed. 
Ne,•enl\eless, it is possible to explore if 
d1e fishing induced monality is d1e prin
cipal factor. '17lis is a useli.tl management 
tool as fishing monality can be substan
tially conu-olled by regulations :n,erefore, 
one of our main interests is in assessing if 
the fishing pressure is sustainable or not. 
The impacts of fishing pressure are 
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reflected by rwo distinct patterns o f  
the run that have to  occur t0ge1hcr. U 
one occurs without the other we won't 
be able to be totally confident that the 
mortality caused by fishing is excessive. 
Firstly i f the fishing mortality is increas
ing then we e,xpect to see the proportion 
of maiden fish in the total run to increase 
as well. Tilis is simply because removing 
more and more fish over a size at which 
they spawn will leave proportionally 
more smaller fish that are likely to be 
maidens. Secondly under such an intense 
6shi1Jg induced mortality we expect mat 
not only the proportjon of maiden fish 
in the ru11 will increase but that also the 
tocal siZe of the run to decrease. 
To muddy the water, poor growing condi
tions in the rivers and me Jake can also 
lead to exactly the san\C pat.terns, as was 
the case in 2005 ancl 2006. When con<li
i:ions are poor a sui1e of may occur. Initially 
the number of fish may not necessarily be 
greatly affecred as fish can survive for a 
long period without any food. This pro
longed period of starvation will eventll· 
ally reduce their body condition, however 
tl1eir size may not be immediately affected. 
ff the conditions remain then the i.mpaets 
of the poor conditions will snowl>al.i\-tbe 
,spawning nm will be smaller, d1e propor
tion of maidens wiU increase, d1e condi
tion of d1e fish will be bad, and lastly tl1e 
decreased fish size means a lower number 
of eggs produced. Under lh,.ese circum 
stances fish are faced wim a big trade-Off. 
Ultimately it is preferabk to spawn even 
if you arc small, particularly lf the risk of 
morcalit)' for trying to grow larger gets too 
high.An additional increase in the propor
tion of maidens can be further caused by a 
reduced post-spawning survival. 
1his namral suite of events is one way 
that the trout population self regulates 
and adjusts to the existing conditions . 
Under these conditions, the dynamics of 
tl1e population becomes very cyclic. TI1e 
run will get smaller because of a drop 
in prey (smelt) density, but over tinle 
the predator population (trout) will also 
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decrease and allow for the prey to recover. We are in now in a recovery phase in the Taupo fishery and the time taken for the trout numbers and condition co rebound may cake several years. However, under currcm circumscances there will still be a great number of juvenile trom produced by the rivers that will keep the pressure on smelt, retarding the speed of the trout recovery. Even though trout have been relatively small and in poor condition in the last two years there is every chance that full recmitment of the population has occurred. Unfortunately we don't have sufficient data yet to ascertain if the mns are indeed cyclic and at what rhythm this occurs. 111.is information would be very helpful as it could help us to anticipate and take possible managemem decisions that can accelerate the recovery of the prey during periods of downmrn. 
This model fits very well with what has happened in 2006, 2007, and 2008 when the fish were not in good condition and there was not many of them. The data oo fish condition and size tll.is year is encouraging even though there are still some scars of what happened in 2005.111is is attested by the continuing mediocre condition of some fish. However, in contrnst to last year there are also some very nice fish being present. 
Why have some fish have done very welJ and other not so well? This discrepancy may reflect the patchy distribution of 

smelt in the lake. When conditions are bad the patchiness increases malting the location of smelt by trout more dif· ficult. For the trout that managed to find them trungs arc bright but for those that haven't life will still be tough.T!)erefore we anticipate that the recovery will be reflected not so much by an average increase in size but rather by an increase in the proportion of good quality fish. Similarly it needs to be constantly reviewed as our information and knowledge increases. 
To provide angler satisfaction we require information on many aspects of the fishery - some of wll.ich we still don't understand. 111.is in_cluclcs how recruitment is dete1mined; how the food availability is influencing the production and quality of trout; how competition and precfation influence production; how regulations influence fish population srn,cture; how ,mglers perceive and comply with regulations; how these issues change through time and across systems. So designing a cost effective, informative monitoring progrnm is difficult and priorities need to be set to acquire the information necessary for management. 
We can do our l:>est hut it is important to acknowledge that uncertainty is an omnipresent force and that, as we have seen earlier, natui,1J v:iriability often compromises the precision of results. 
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The Dreadnought Bridge 

Removal and other Capers 

T
his winter has been an event· 
ful time for removing struc
tures, obstacles, and upgrading 

tracks, starting with tile difficult task 
of removing the Dreadnought Bridge. 
The removal raised some concern with 
anglers who have traditionalli• used 
the bridge to access the true left of the 
Tongariro River upstream of the Poum 
Pool. However, over time it became 
increasingly obvious the bridge had 
reached the encl of its life. 
Initially constructed in  1980, the 
Dreadnought Bridge replaced the Poum 
swingbridge over the Poutu Stream 
and continued to give access to anglers 
fishing the upper pools of the Tong,trim 
River. Prior to the I 958 flood, access to 
the famous Dreadnought Pool, hence 
the name, was afforded by the Poutu 

swingbridgc. Unfortunately the flood of 
1958 redirected the river and although the 
swingbridge remained, the Dreadnought 
Pool did not. Today, this section of the 
Tongariro can also be accessed by vehicle 
via tbe Blue Pool road. 
Although wcU constructed, the bridge 
was compromised when two large 
floods (1998 and 2004) progressively 
undermined the concrete foundations. 
Consequently, the stability of the bridge 
increasingly posed a health and safety risk 
10 the public. Furthermore, the track to 
the bridge became completely washed 
away at theTongariro River end, mrning it 
into a flood channel. So short of diverting 
the1bngariro River. and given that anglers 
now had access via the Blue Pool road, 
it was a much more logical decision to 
decommission the bridge and remove it. 
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l�emoving the OreadnoughL Bridge needed some cart:fu l con:;i der.ttion 
Photo by: ]11/le Greuve.� 

Hig leaning trees like this one at the Blue Pool ace da11gcrous 
PIJOIO by:Julic Grecwcs 

The Bridge was closed for some months 
before work commenced. The task of 
removing it required careful consider· 
ation as its construction included two 
large steel beams that were too heavy 
to lift by most helicopters . A  team com
prised of  Fishery and Visitor Assets staff 
from Whakapapa removed the wooden 
parts of the bridge while Kernohan c o n -
1 mctors came i n  with machinery big 
enough to pull the beams off their foun· 
dations and drag them to the ·nearby car
park opposite the Boulder Reach pool. 
We were then able co cut the beams 
into thirds and load them onto a truck. 
In �omc ways watching this happen was 
a sad cod for the bridge as it had been 
an important and historic part of the 
fishery, providing access co much loved 
fishing posies for man)' years. 
Another potential access obstacle nearby 
became a priori!)' for removal. 1l1e Blue 
Pool wad is a vi tal access point to the 
Tonga1iro River not only for anglers but 
also for other recreational users:n1is access 
was put in place in 1983 with the goodwill 
of the Department of Corrections who are 
the landowners. Previously, the only access 
co this upper section of the Toagariro 
River was :, relatively long walk from State 
Highwa)' 1 via the Poutu swingbridge. 
Two dangerous, heavily leaning old 
Pine trees near the old Breakaway Pool 
were threatening this access and posed 
a health and safety risk LO parked cars 
and river users - especially as they were 
leaning towards the road. As the sayi ng 
goes- what goes up must come clown 
and the first of these trees was felled in 
September 2008 br experienced logging 
train.er Mike Hohneck. Toe second was 
felled by Ra)' Packer of the OOCl\irangi/ 
Taupo Area in October 2009. Ray had 25 
years experience in felling and foresu-y 
and part of that time he was an assessor 
for E.I.T and Waikeri Polytechnic, so he 
was the perfect teacher t0 demonstrate 
to the rest of us how to fell these danger
ous trees. We had 10 close the road off 
for several hours but this minor incon-



The Waitahanui Anglers 
lmprovcmcnt 

Association voluntet:rS 

help do the hard yards 
PIJOIO IJy:Jullc GrcmJCs 

venience allowed us lO permanently 

remove these threats to ongoing access 

and safety for anglers. 

The latest project that bas kicked 

off recently is the upgrading of the 

Waitahanui anglers tracks. Some of the 

pools along the true right of the river 

have undergone a renaissance in popu

larity in recent seasons. Foor traffic to 

the river from the main track in low 

lying areas has also caused boggy. muddy 

patches making access difficult. 

This project was undertaken in con

junction with the Waitahanui Anglers 

Improvement Association (\VAIA). The 

Association contributed much needed 

man hours helping us to shovel dirt, lay 

pumice and raking to form the track. On 

a very bleak spring day in October these 

volunteers braved the cold to turn up 

with shovel in hand and get stuck in- liter

ally! It clidn't help having one of the heavi

est rainfalls of the year the day prior but 

the weather held out tmtil we had finished 

for the day. TI1e work completed included 

removing the org,u1ic topsoil down to 

the hard soil/pumice layer, laying geotex

tile cloth and adding compacted pumice 

over the rop.1l1e geotextile cloth prevents 

water coming through and degrading the 

fom1ecl track. 

We managed to get 2 power barrows 

from the n,rangi Taupo Arca for the 

longer pumice carries and l think rhe 

volunteers agreed that they were excel· 

lent value. These carriers can transporc 

up to 500 kg of pumice at a time making 

light work and frankly a mockery of push 

wheelbarrows. In just one clay we were 

able to get 15 tonnes of pumice on the 

track-what a great effort! Another clay 

has been plarmed in November, hope

fuU)' when the weather is kinder and the 

track a bit dryer. 

A huge thanks goes 10 the WAIA volun

teers for making this day possible. We 

arc looking forward to working with 

them again. 
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Dy Rob L csrcr 

Rob is the Chainnan of the 

Tongariro National Trout 

Cemre Society 

Top:Thc expansion <>f Lhe 
visitor centre and museum is 

wel l undenvay 
/"/Joto by: Ken Kimmins 

Far right: <'.-<mceptu-al 
dr:iwing of ,he pro1>0sed 

aquarium complex 
Courtesy Thorburn 

Consul/ants mu/ Jo/111 Grose 
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A New Era for the Trout Centre 

D
uringthelate l 990's,asmallgroup 

of Department of Conservation 

staff discussed the possibility of 

a fresh water aquarium at the Tongariro 

National Trout Centre.This vision included 

enclosed aquariums,fuU of indigenous fish 

and Crustacea on exhibit in an environ· 

ment as close to reality as possible.At the 

time a supporting paper for the venmre 

was put together. Simultaneously the 

Tongariro National Trout Centre Society 

was planning the first stage of a Visitor 

Centre Museum, themed on trout and con

servation values. 

Given that DOC and the Sociel)' were 

closely aligned, both in terms of fucility 

clevelopmen1 and common purpose, it 

was a given char the Aquarium project 

would become part of any development 

considerations for the fumre once plan

ning an.cl funding had been achieved. 

The first 'River Walk' Museum and Visitor 

Centre was opened in 2003 - the result 

of a prodigious effort by Tongariro 

National Trout Centre Society volunteers 

and bcncfuctors - on land made avail

able through a Management Agreement 

with the Department of Conservation.. 

The success of this venture, due in no 

small measure ro the enthusiasm of 

volunteer support, generated further 

interest in expanding the deliveq, of 
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conservation and bio-diversit)' programmes to youog New Zealanders.With generous support from Genesis Energy, DOC and the Society directed their combined efforts towards a school room and in 2006 the 'Whakapumautanga (Darkic) Downs' Leaming Centre was put in place complete with a full-time Educator, a part-time assistant and support from Society volunteers. 
Concurrent with this activity, the Society began working in earnest on the expansion plan for the Museum, which was running out of space for exhibits - and the possibility of bringing into reality, the aquarium development that had been first raised some years before. 
After four )'ears of discussion and $ 155,000 spent on architectural drawings and building consents, the dream of DOC staff and Society volunteers is now close to becoming reality.TheTongariro National Trout Centre has entered a new erd in its bid to become a premier 
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Concept for National Freshwater Aquarium Toc,gaiYo National Trout Cenlte 
ThOrt>um �oms UCS Now Zea"� 

attraction for tourists and the public of New Zealand alike. This includes the integrated education programme, teaching young people about the importance and sustainability of fresh water and conservation values. 
Work began in early 2009 with the insraJlation of a sewage reticulation system and the construction of a more scenic and user friendly entrance pathway to the facility, both of which are now complete.111e first stage of the visitor centre expansion at the end of the new entrance pathway is now well underWll)' and the final �tages of planning for the aquarium project arc being worked through.These fucilitks will cvenruaJI)' all be integrated make a spectacle for visiroi:s to the site. 
It doesn't end there though. In the medium term there arc plans to house the captive breeding progr.tmmc for the rare Whio or blue duck on site which wiU also be a fantastic addition to an already vibrant and active fucility. 
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NATIONAL FRESHWATER AQUARIUM 

Tongariro National Trout Centre 

1 - Splash Tank 
2 - Headwaters 
3 - Mudfish 
4 - Deep Forest Pool 
5 - Eel 

EXISTING 
HATCHERY 

6 - Riffle Pool 
7 - Native - Close up 
8 - Exotic - Close up 
9 - Large Exotic 
1 O - Lowland River / Lake 

Computer gener:ttt:d gr.:iphic of lhc proposed aquarium complex. (',0m·re�f)' 11,orlmrn Cousulttmrs tmd Jobu Crose 
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111c new en,rancc 
p<1thway is now complclc 

l'boto by:Jo/Jn \Vcbb 

The major players in this endeavour 
- Genesis Energy, the Department of 
Conservation and the Tongariro National 
Trout Centre Societ)' will be well rewarded 
by being acknowledged over future gen
e"1tlons, for making this happen. 
New Zcal:md will have a valuable asset, 
a national fresh water aquarium, for 

genesis 
ENERGY 

Dcpartmem of Conservation 
Te Papa Ataw/Jal 

r5' - Tongariro 
National Trout 
Centre Society 

indigenous species and pest fish, which 
wiJI be 'state-Qf-the-art in both presenta
tion and substance. 
ARE YOU INTERF.STED IN BECOMING 
A MEMBER OF THE TONGARIRO 
NATIONAi. TROUT CENTRE SOCIETY 
If you are email ust routcentrc®reap.org.nz 
Or visic the website wwwtr0u1cemre.org,nz 

e 
Parklands M o t o r l o d g e  
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Tl-achcr Mi .kc Nicholson 
shows sttidcnt� that trou t 
cal'l te-Jch us a great dcal. 

Pboto l>y: Glenn ,lf(lc/ean 

Trout; The Teacher 

T
aupo trout are fascinating things. 
For over a hundred years trom 
at Taupo have been prized by 

anglers for their true wild fishery char 
acteristics. Hard fighting, silver flanked 
Taupo trout an; sought after by anglers 
from around the country, many endeav
ouring to build on their fishing success 
incrementally from trip to trip and year 

Primary sponsor: 

genesis 
ENERGY 

to year. Anglers are constantly develop
ing their fly fishing technique, learning 
to read the water, discovering new or 
existing lies, and refining the approach 
to their favourite pastime in ao endea
vour tO ultimately be more successfu l. 
l( you were to ask anglers why they 
bother to continue to test themselves 
and develop their fishing ability, I am 

II . . 
Tongariro 
National Trout 
Centre Society 



sure the answer would be because they enjoy doing it. Anglers actively engage with the trout and their environment ancl when doing so are constantly learning. So ltow can engaging with trout also encourage young people t0 learn, particularly those with little interest or experience of fishing? 
The answer co the above question is in face fairly simple,again, trout arc fascinat· ing. For srudenrs visiting the Taupo for Tomorrow learning programme, beio_g able to engage with live trout inevitably and very quickly stimulates interest.The trout are real, fun, and importantly very relevant to the environment the learners are studying. rn other words, without wishing to sound too fishy, the kids get 'hooked'. The key here is that learning can happen pretry easily if we are having fun and the reason for it is real. Think about how easily you learn the words to a song on the 1-adio when you like it and engage with it. So the trout hook the kids alright, however in reality what of any importance can trout really teach them? 
Interestingly, trout can teach children a myriad of things. With a little planning we can applyTaupo trout to many areas of the school curriculum that is required to be delivered to students in New Zealand schools. A good example of this is life cycles. We could of course stay in a school classroom and ask our 

karners to try and remember the life cycle of an animal that has little actual relevance or meaning for them, or alternatively we could access a progrnmme like the Taupo for Tomorrow where students can view eggs (ova), feed and observe fry (juvenile trout) and clearly observe trout on their spawning rcdds. Remembering the specific li.feC)'clC of Taupo trout may not be the i.111ponant context i n every instance, recognisio.g the importance of understanding animal lifecycles in general, as a managemenr, scientific, or sustainability cool most cer· tainly is. The hope is that students take this kind of learning into their futures with a much deeper understanding than being asked to remember something for no particular reason. 
The same rational can be applied to mm1y areas. Food chains become exciting and interesting when actually capturing invertebrates (mayflies,stoneflies) as a key part of a trout diet or viewing the beauty of phytoplankton and zooplank· ton under a microscope. Smelt depend entirely on the availability of zooplankton in Ls.ke Taupo for their survival and we all know how in1portant smelt are for the trout population. A key undersrand· ing for learners is that invertebrates and plankton are also important indicators of water quality in our rivers and lakes. Like the canary in the coal mine, macro invertebr-ates tell us a lot about the health of 

As kids learn aboul (ood d1ains,thC)' realise that nearl y all organisms in l.;1kcT:n1 p() depen<l on th\)' phytoplankton (J. cCt) and zooplankton 
(ti{tht) for lhcir $urviv:t.l. Pl>otos by: Dr Mit:bel Dctltml 
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Llwcrtcbratc.:s likt:- 1his Mayfl)' 
n)•mph tdl 1e:1rncn

a lot about 1he 
hcahh of waterways 

Pboto l>y: ,1/ikc Nicbolson 

GO 

our waterways.The list is almost endless. 
Trout can reach us about rhe impon:111ce 
of healthy riparian habitat IO animal 
reproductive su ccess and of course the 
anatomy and physicality of a trom lends 
itself superbly to observing how animals 
adapt to the fresh water environment 
they live in. 
For learners, observing how a group of 
people work together and ensure the 
sustalnabiliry of n highly valued resource 
is of great value.The work of the fisheries 
team for example is vaded �ind unique in 
nanire, so provides a fantastic case study 
for students looking at vocational oppor
tunities, management science, and e\7en 
statistics (data collection). Mathematics 
plays a hugely important role in under 
standing the fishery, particularly the use 
of fish traps and catch data (math c,111 
sometimes be disregarded by students as 
having little relevance in the real world). 
The same can be said of the role trom 
had in the development of something 
as subsianrial as the Tongariro Power 
Scheme. The trou1 did not build the 
hydro stations, however thelr well being 

and sustainabiliry was a major fucior in 
1he design of the day to clay operation of 
1he scheme as we see it today. 
When addressing issues like pollurnms 
affecting the long term well being of Lake 
Tau po, students that have engaged with 
trout, invcrtebmtes and other animals 
on site then have a very r<.::al reason for 
raking an active interest in becoming an 
advocate for sustainability, much more 
so perhaps than if the con1ex1 was pre 
sented to them in a school classroom. For 
instance, every child with a liule help 
elm make the link between storm water 
drnins and the.: biodiversity potentially 
affected by their discharges, particularly 
when they have been actively engaging 
with many animals that depend entirely 
on the availabiliry of ltigh qualil)' wmer 
for their survival. 
So in summary trout are pretty darn good 
teachers. When students visit the site 
they are encouraged to not only learn 
about the trout themselves, but more 
importamly recognise the bigger ideas 
that trout are able to deliver. Anglers 
learn a lot from pining cheir skills against 



111i� alevi n or ncwl)' hatched 

trout e:tn teach le:tmcn� 

a.bout orgaoism life cy cle.') 
Photo bJ·: MiJ..'C Nfcbolson 

Children C3n learn abou L 

diffen:11ces belween iodividu� 

als b)' looking at the colour 
r:ingc or1roo 1 ova 

Pboro by: Mike Nlc/.Jol:um 

our'faupo Lrom.They learn because they 

enjoy fishing and they want to get be11er 

at it. Sn.dents engaging with trout learn 

because they enjoy the animal.T.-out are 

fun, they are real, and they can teach 

lellrnCrS an awful lot about the natural 

world we all live in. 

' 

l 

\ 
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By Har-ry Hamilton 

H:1rry js a ranger in our field 

operations work 
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Size does Matter! 

W:th summer not far away, boat anglers will be preparing their boars and gear 
for a summer of fishing on fake Tau po.An essential piece of equipment is 
a measuring board and this article shows you how to make a cheap,simple 

but func1ional measuring board for your boat. 
MATERIALS 

1 wooden board 150mm x 20mm x 550mm 
1 wooden block 50mm x 50mm x 150mm 
(although slightly shorter is ok if i t  is cenrred properly) 

4 30mm brass or galvanized screws 
1 Taupo Fishery Arca measurement sticker 
(free from most fishing shops i n  the district) 

TOOLS 

Screwdriver or cordless drill 
lmm drill bit 
Countersink bit i f  you have one 
Hand saw 

Mark chc.: positioo of lhe bl ock on the bo:ird 

Pboto l>J,.']olm lli'tbb 

THE SEQUENCE IS AS FOLLOWS: 

1. Make sure you choose good timber for the board 
and block and cut it lO the required dimensions. 
Treated timber is good and wiJJ last longer but is not 
essential as the measuring board ca11 be painted or 
varnished for protection. Although overall appear
ance of the timber is not important, it needs 10 be 
stmight and 'dressed' which just means planed or 
sanded smooth. Rough sawn timber may damage 
fish and the fish sticker sits nicely on a smooth 
timber surface. 



Drill out the screw holes for the block 
PIJOIO by.jobn \Vebb 

En.sure the screws :m
,: po.si-drivcn or 

countersunk below the timber su rface 

Photo brfobn lflebb 

Use your lund or 3 cloth to remove -:U\)' air bubble.<i 

P/Joto by:Jobn \Vebb 

Re�ld)' to mc:1.surc fl.sh! 

Pboto by:Jo/Ju Webb 

2. Drimng holes in the board before fixing it to the 
block will avoid splitting of the wood. To do this, 
m:trk the position of the block on the underside 
of the board at one end. Make sure it sits square to 
the board. 
3. Now mark the position of the screw holes and 
using a small 1 - 1.5mm bit, drill them out. The 
position of the holes is of personal choice but two 
for one end of the block and two for the other 
is general!)' best and most secure. i\'lake sure the 
holes are at Least I cm from the edge of the block. 
4. Reposition the block over the drilled holes on 
the upside of  the board and secure them together 
in a vice. Insert two of the screws from the under
side through the board and into the block. It is 
imporrnm that the screw heads arc either coun
tersunk (usually for harder woods) or 'posi-drivcn· 
(for softer woods) below 1he wood surface. This 
will avoid scratching when placed on 1he boat. 
;. The ae.xt step is to ,ipply the sticker and this can 
be a bit t rich.·y. ll pays to put a pencil tine along one 
edge of the board as a guide to make sure it is appLi.cd 
evenly and 1101 crooked.Trim the 34nun ofI1he front 
of the sticker so that 1he nose of the fish picture on 
the sticker si1s right up agai JlSl the block when stuck 
on .Peel the front half of the s1ickerand stick it against 
the block then work back\varcls, slowly applyi ng the 
sticker to the board all the while nibbing your hand 
or a cloth backwards and forwarcls to remove any air 
bubbles. 
That's all there is 10 it! Of course measuring boards 
can also be beautifully made. Using high quality 
limbers with proper bevelling and stainless steel 
rulers during construction, they can be a nice addi 
tion to a boar. However, the basic construction 
principles are still the same and at the end of the 
day it is all about ensuring the fish arc a legal size. 
If you don't have a sticker a shallow saw cut at 
40cm along the board will suffice. The fish is legal 
if the ·v· in the mil goes past the saw cut.Another 
variation is that you may w�u1t to t:rin1 the sticker 
to the 40cm tine. If the 'V' in 1he tail is past the encl 
o f  the sticker - it is legal and can be destined for 
the smoker! 
Finally, an<I as mentioned earlier, if you want your 
board to last a long I ime and not absorb moismre 
consider painting or varnishing the board first. A 

.varnish finish is particularly nice if high quality 
timbers are used. 
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Come and join us as we welcome, MARC PETIT JEAN, CDC Master Tyer . . .  

If CDC is known around the world, it has alot to do with Marc Peti tjean. Marc started in 198510 create a complete new 
range of no-hackle flies made out of Cul-De-Canard (CDC). Marc developed vari ous innovati ve tying techniques and 

patterns for fresh and saltwater. As a professional Iyer, Marc has developed an entire range of fly tying tool s, 
incl uding his "Magic Tool," scissors, bobbins and even probabl y the best machined vises in the world. Marc has been 

in the industry for over 20 years and his work has been recognized by 1 1  Internati onal Desi gn Awards. 

Marc will cover the followi ng area during the demo: 
1· The history of CDC in fly tying from the origin in the 1920's to the present. 
2 ·  Vari ous techniques of Marc's including the use of the "Magic Tool " 
3 .  Magic heads for flies or streamer (fresh or saltwater). that wi ll amaze you. 

Magic Tool Master Swiss Vise 

- II 
Date Location Time Entry Fee 

December 7th Rod & Reel 5:30pm $35.00 
22 Melrose Street, New Market, Auckland ph: 09 520 0307 

December 10th Tongariro Trout Centre 7:30pm $20.00 
Turangi ph: 07 386 9241 

December 19th Wai-Ora Trust 9:30am $35.00 
48 Watsons Road, Harewood, Christchurch ph: 027 251 4091 

email: ricky@waioratrust. org.nz 

www.petitjean.com 

Magic Head 

• 

-
Marc Petitjean 

Space is limited at each venue, so contact the venue you wouldlike to attend and make your booking. Bookings 
are on a first come first serve basis. This is not an event you will want to miss. If you have any other questi ons, 

pl ease contact Nate Jarvis at 07 378 81 19 or 0275 588 719. Hope to see you there ... 
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The inform:uion :mgl crs 
provide is important to u� 

Pboroby: 
Kim A/e.,.ya,u/c-r-Turfa 

By Jill Lar-scn Wel sh 

Who's Been SneakingAroundThen W:cll another winter/spring 
fishing season is over - some
body just forgot to tell the 

weather gods judging by the cool tem
peratures we've had recently - and it's 
also been a busy season for fishery staff. 
You may have been one of the 'lucky' 
ones that had your licence checked 
by a ranger while you were fishing on 
one of the rivers in this area. We are out 
and about regularly. In fuct, sometimes 
you see anglers almost cringing at the 
sight of 'another ranger doing a blasted 
licence check', but at the end of the day 
licenses are the lifeblood of the Fishery. 
When we conduct surveys and licence 
checks we gather some very good infor
mation from you, the angler, about the 
fishery in general. This information you 
supply is importlll)t to us and doesn't just 
fall into a big black hole somewhere, or 
get left on a desk to gather dust. It pro
vides extremely useful data about catch 
rates, angling oppom111ities and problems 
as several other articles in this issue of 
TargetTaupo highlight. Surveys are also an 
opportunity for anglers to have their say, 
share concerns and raise questions with 
the management of the fishery. 
Surveys and licence checks are full of 
contrasts. Sometimes anglers waste no 
time in telling us  he has already been 
checked rwice this week and yet in the 
same pool there will be another angler 

who proudly boaslS that he has been 
fishing in this area for forty yc-..irs and has 
never even sccn,let alone been checked, 
by a ranger. Well, we are out there regu
larly both on the rivers and on the lake 
in the summer. If you ha,,en't sn,mblcd 
across either a Ranger from the fishery 
or 'Didymo Dave', then you must have a 
really good, and secret, fishing spot! 
Apart from the routine licence d\ecks and 
normal daily field operation duties, we 
are often out and about looking for those 
involved in more clandestine activities. for 
the protection and fun,re of the fishery it is 
a necessary rnsk to get out in the open air 
and scour around for people with ill intent. 
In some ways it beats sitting in the office all 
dar ploughing through that never�nding 
pile of paperwork. f.ishery staff are heavily 
involved in proactive law compliance, and 
enjoy opportunities ro get out and meet 
people while at the same time protecting 
the fishery from wo1dcl-be offenders. 
Sometimes though the best deterrent is 
LO successfully apprehend other poachers 
and we made some good progress through 
the latter stages of the season with seven 
people facing action for netting fish in 
locations designated as closed spawning 
waters. In one of the hauls a total of 22 
trout were taken, in another 27.111at's 49 
fish now unable to spawn. If half of these 
are female !hat is in the order of 70,000 
eggs lost. These arc only cwo incidencs 
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A succe�ful CU! oper.uion 

in the Waimarino River 2009. 
Netting of spawning fi.sh like 

lhe� is \'cry damaging 

lO lhc fLShCf}' 
('/Joto by: Glenn Mt"'/ean 

Oid)1mo Da"e (Dave Cade) 

ad\·oc:ucs the prcvemion of 
water l>Orne n3Stie$. 

PbotOIJJ•: 

Kim Ale.wmde-r Tt1rlt1 
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but unfommately there were orhers and 
poaching is an ongoing problem. From 
this perspective it is easy to appreciate 
how these acts have the potential to be so 
devastating to the fishery. 
lndiscriminate ki lling of fish on spawn
ing grounds that are in prin1e condition is 
despicable, to say the least. In th.is regard 
the fishery team has spent long hours in 
remote areas over the last few months to 
stifle those greed)' individuals that ruin 
our prime spawning grounds and effec
tively, the fishing for future generations. 
Using a net or a spear to catch trout in 
a spawning stream, or even just disturb
ing spawning grounds can attrnct penal 
ties of up ro a year in prison or a fine up 
LO $ I 0,000. Few people realise that even 
riding a quad bike or driving a vehicle 
through such a spawning stream can 
attract the same penalties. This cype of 
offending is at the more serious end of 
the scale and the penalties reflect that. It 
is really not wo1-cl1 the 1isk. 
One trend observed this season is the 
growing number of people taking more 
than the <Lilly bag limit. Sometin1cs other 
anglers see these things and report them. 
ff anglers continue to take more than the 
limit and are caught they cot�d well be 
looking at a fine of up to $5,000. All that 
risk for just one or a few extra trout. 
Something that really surprises me is 
the number of undersized trout that are 
brought into the weigh-ins at fishing 
competitions. This is something we will 

definitely be clamping down on .  Anglers 
need to take more care when measuring 
fish. Incidentally, there is no such thing as 
"allowance for shrinkage··. Really clever 
people have a fish measure sticker some
where on their vessel. How 10 use these 
stickers to make a simple measuring 
board is described on p63. Just a tip for 
those ncwbie's - make sure your sticker 
or measuring device is on a proper mea
suring board or flat, level part of the boat. 
If it's not, then this can alter (sometimes 
severe!)') the final measure of your fish�J11e 
Taupo Fishery or your local angl.ing shop 
usually has a good suppl)' of fish measur
ing stickers.Also, if you sec us out on the 
lake over the summer months, don't be 
afraid to ask our rangers for one. 
It is very likely if you've been out fishing in 
this district:\ couple oflimes, you will have 
met Didymo Dave. He's likely to just pop 
up somewhere when you least expect it 
because he's always out there somewhere 
educating people about the importance 
of checking and cleaning their gear. The 
processes of check, clean and dry are not 
only to prevent Didymo from spreading 
into our pristine waterways, but also to 
help prevem the transfer of other aquatic 
nasties - of which there are a consider
able number. For this reason anglers arc 
reminded that fishing in felt soled waders 
is now illegal. So, if you do encounter 
Didymo Oave on your travels, give him 
a big pat on the back for all of the great 
work he does for your fishery. 
As always we appreciate the tinlely passing 
of infonnation. Law abiding anglers do not 
have to put up with law breakers. We can 
do something about them but we need 
)'Our help. Jusc a sin1pl.e phone call is all 
it takes and you can remain completely 
anonymous if you wish. The important 
part of passing any in.formation is the 
timing though. ff you see something sus
picious then call the Duty Officer phone 
number below.We have someone on call 
round the clock including weekends - day 
and night - so don't be afraid to call - that's 
what we are here for! 

FISHERY DUIY omCER: 027 290 77;8 



By Mark Vemnan 

Top: The boat re all)' nc�ded 

some ,vork :n first 
l'l,mto by: Mtffk Veunum 

Restoration of a 'Classic' 

fter he had read my previous article on the small wooden dinghy that built, a friend approached me co say that he had an old wooden boar hiding in a garage ar Motuoapa anti asked me if I would like it. He explained that he had been given rhe boar b)' an older lady after doing some building work for her. She had Jost tier husband and no longer had a use for the boat. I arranged to meet him and view the boat as I wasn't sure what roexpect. 
We arrived at the house and opened the rustic garage cloors to reveal an old 15ft wooden boat on a veq• old trailer complete with two flat tyres. The trailer had rhe olcl black number plate and a regisrrarion sticker from the I 970's. The boat itself lookecl like it needed some work and was in desperate need of a good clean before assessing what else needed to be done. It was certainly going to be a big job to get it useable but I guess there is no such thing as a free boat. 
Before making the final decision about whether to take the boat I enlisted some help from a local marine expert who kindly offered to come out and inspect the boar tO make sure that the 

hull was sound and that the boat wasn't full of dry rot. After climbing in he set about checking the timber for any soft spots ancl enclecl up filthy from dust ancl cobwebs but emerged saying that the boat seemed in good health and just needed a litlle TLC. So I decided 10 take the boat, but given the condition of the Lrailer I could see it ,vasn't going any· where in a hurry. 
So the first job was LO jack the trailer up and remove the tyres get them checked for leaks and get some air into them. We 
100k both wheels off and took them along garage who inflated the tyres and got them uscablc again. However, when J put the wheels back onto the trailer it still wouldn't move as the hubs had seized solid. Tha11kfulty we weren't far from the garage and so the mechanic helped get the boat and trailer back to the garage where he could work on it t.here.A few phone calls later and he had tracked down some new hubs and bearings from Auckland at the cost of $300! As it turns out the wheels and hubs were from an old Vauxhall car. This free boat was now costing me and I hadn't even got it wet yet. 
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ll1c lmc::rior was 
complel(:1)· :,tripped 
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Now that the trailer was mobile we care

fully drove it back to 1\11:angi and took it 

straight into the shop so that we could 

have a good look over it. Overall, the boat 

""''s in good condition and we did some 

basic fibreglass repairs on the outside 

while the hull was still extremely <Ir)'. 

Although I was keen to see whether the 

boat would float, it was better to do what 

work was needed while tl\e timber was 

completely dry. It was interesting co hear 

the comments from cust0mers that the 

boat generated while we were working 

on it. Despite ics condition many were 

fascinated by the boat however no one 

could identify exactly what rype it was. 

The discussions ic generated while in 

the workshop certainly made it clear 

that I had inherited something special 

and this provided me with some more 

inspir:1t.ion to make a good job of restor

ing her.While it was still at the boat shop 

I goc Eric ro fit a second hand fish finder 

and a couple of drainage bungs to the 

rear transom. 

When I finally got it home a few clays 

later, the real work began and l started 

t0 completely empty the boat so I could 

strip it back ready for more repairs and 

at some point,fresh paint.I was intrigued 

to find an array of harling flies, tiissie 

devil Imes and metal spinners hidden 

under the floor boards and under the 

front scats.There was also :, met.ti spring 

hanging on the side of the boat to hold 

lures while chey were wet and it was 

eerie to see the boat left jusc as it was 

when the last owner had raken it out 

many years before. 

The interior de:sign of the boac looked 

awkward with the seating arrange

ment not very fishing friendly and so l 

decided to remove all of the seating and 

start again to maximise fish�1g space 

onboarcl. AS I started tO remove and strip 

back areas ic became apparent that the 

boat had gone through several changes 

in its long history and the colours of 

paint being unearthed testified ro this. 

However, after every stripped section, l 

would find another little area needing 

attention.At times I became a little hesi

tant to r<:n1ove too much as I was unsure 

about what I would discover under

neath! 

I spent quite a bit of time stripping the 

paint back to the timber but good prep

aration is 90% of a good finish. There 

were a few areas chat I patched with 

fibreglass that had the potential to be 

problems in che future and l also coated 

some areas with Everdure co help pre

serve the timber further. Holes from the 

old seating were filled with epo>-·y filler 

and sanded smooth and new timber was 

added where necessary. After several 

cans of paint stripper and a heap of 

sandpaper and the inside of the bom was 

finall)' prepped but I wanted to redesign 

the seating before applying the paint. 

For the fronc seat l decided on a simple 

bench sear which would run across the 

full width of the boat and be supported 

in the middle. Without a back to the seat 

I could sit with my legs either side while 

trolling and maximise the space that I 

had on board. I kept the other folding 

seat at the back. The boat easily seats 

3 adull:s with this design and leaves an 

open space in the cemre for walking 

around and fishing. Using a staple gun 

and some stainless steel staples we 

Stapled vinyl over an old foam mattress 



Gening this tyre 
became :l quest 
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co ensure that the scats were comfortable which worked well. 
After a good vacuum out and a wipe down the insitle was finally ready for some paint. I used an enamel undercoat and fmished with a couple of coats of light grey enamel exterior house paint. I chose the grey to reduce the glare but it will also look cleaner for longer. 
A similar sanding job occurred on the exterior and I was glad to see the bright yellow paint coming off the boat. The outside was in reasonable condition and so I did not have to strip the exterior tO the same extent but still removed all of the old flaky paint before giving it a couple of coats of the enamel undercoat. Painting the boat while on the trailer required a bit of work but it turned out well in the encl. The bulk of the exterior I painted with white enamel but I chose 10 painc the sides blue as I had some left ov-er from the little dinghy chat I had built pre,•i ously.TI1e grey, whJce and blue looked great cogether and the e.xisting yellow canopy didn't look too out of place once it was re-installed. 
With the new higher seating arrangement, it was hard to see through the windscreen and so I a clear plastic 

window sewed in above che windscreen to help improve forward vision while still providing me with some shade while on the lake. 
With d1e boat now looking a lot more respectable, it was time to restore the trailer and make it a bit more user friendl y. The trailer itself doesn't have any rollers and so works by floating the boat on and off.111e short draw bar wasn't ideal for this and so first on d1e list was an extended draw bar and a new coupling tow hitch. There also wasn't a winch for retrieving the boat ancl so a winch post and winch was added to 1J1e newly extended draw bar. Given the uniqueness of the wheels I also thought a spare wheel and tyre combo would be handy but tracking tlown one of these wheels proved harder than I initiall)' thought. FinaUr someone mentioned that r should check out the scrap rarcl at Horopito better known as"Smasll P-alace". 
So one wet clay I ventured out tO the small town of Horopito. This place certainl)' li\>ed up t0 its name! r spoke with an older guy at the front door anti showed him the rim that I was after. He said straight away that it was from a l957 Vauxhall I followed him through sheds full of old vintage car parts to a massive pile of ,·ims out the back. Within minutes he had found a rim exactly like the one I was looking for and I was on my way' Back at home, all three rims were wire brushed back to remove any rust and treated to some kill rust ep0X')' paint. Some special tyres were ordered and the trailer was officially mobile again. The lights on the boat were old and still came with the old two pin plug and so these were removed and replaced with a light board.The remainder of rhe trailer was cleaned up and treated to a coat of grey epoxy paint. Once the trailer was registered with a new plate she flew through a warrant ancl was good to go. 
The next big job was to find an outboard motor to power the boat. The boat <.�1mc set up to drive from the front with an old steering wheel and a rope and pulley 
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system. I wanted to keep that set up 
and we found an older 9.9HPYamaha 4 
stroke complete with remotes and set it 
up to work with rhe steering. It was then 
taken for a quick rest run at theTokaanu 
tailrace and came back in one piece. 
The mechanic voiced his approval that 
it handled really well. I couldn"t wait to 
try it for myself. 
With some final rouches such as rod 
holders and cup holders we were almost 
ready to launch bur we had to fmd a 
name for the boat.Although we thought 
of a few names, given the history of the 
boat and the discussions it generates, 
there was only one name we could call 
it and that was "Classic". She truly has 
the classic lines of an older boat and at 
approximately 60 years old, she is still 
going strong.We got some stickers made 
up and applied them to the boat. To 
make it official and stick wirl1 nautical 
tradition, we got a virgin to wee on the 
hull and poured a bottle of beer ,icross 
the bow - a classic was reborn. 
The boat was loaded with anchors, 
lifcjackets and other equipment includ
ing fishing gear ready for the maiden 
voyage and in November 2008 down at 

Tokaanu ,md we managed to float the 
boat off the u:ailer without roo much 
hassle thanks ro the e,xtended draw bar. 
With the boat off the trailer we took 
the opportunity to add some synthetic 
carpet to the centre board of the trai ler 
which holds the keel 10 help reduce the 
friction when sliding the boat on and off 
the trailer. This was held in place with 
some stainless steel staples and proved 
very useful when retrieving the boat in 
particular. 
The boat real!)• did handle well and was 
very stable with the fumily on board. We 
trolled along to the Tongariro Delta and 
picked up one nice rainbow on the lead 
line within 10 minutes. To ensure that 
we remained lucky we released this first 
fish caught from the boat and decided to 
call it ,i clay as the wind was picking up 
around midday. Nevertheless 1 was really 
impressed with the boat and it handled 
beautifully on the lake and was relatively 
easy to retrieve. Even at the boat 1�1mp 
it received a lot of attention and several 
people came across to talk about it. 
After using the boat throughout the 
summer and havi.ngalotoffun and success 
with it, we decided to show the previous 



'Classic' sits nicel>• in the 
wa,cr and handles well 
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owner what I had done with her late lms,

band's boat and arranged a meeting with 

her at her holiday home in Momoapa. 

She couldn't believe the changes but still 

recognised the boat underneath the fresh 

paiJlt. I asked her how long her husband 

had owned it and she said that he had it 

when they first got together back in the 

early I 9;o•s and so that makes the boat 

approximately 60 years old. She was glad 

that someone else could get some enjoy

ment out of it and could see that a lot of 

time had gone into her restoration. She 

then invited me into the new garage and 

told me that I was welcome to take the 

old awd.l.iary outboatXI that usecl to be on 

the boar for trolling - an old 1950's British 

Seagull 4HP omboarcl, another classic. I 

clicln't know 100 much about these at the 

time but got the olcl motor going with 

just a tank of fresh gas ancl a play with 

the throttle. Not bacl for about 20 years of 

sitting dormant. 

Despite taking almost a year to restore, 

it realli• has been worth the effort and 

the final result is just what I was after for 

fishing on l..�ke Tau po. It was also great 10 

restore a boat that has been based in the 

area for half a cenrury and one that has 

taken iL5 fair share of fish. l was pleased to 

get some history of the boat and establish 

roughly when it w:Ls made. Although the 

boat was free initi,tlly, the cost of doing 

a thorough job did slowly mount up but 

being able to do most of the preparation 

work myself ce11ainly saved on the total 

cost. I c.m't thank all of those enough who 

helped throughout the whole restoration 

and kept me on the right track. It was also 

a nice Jimlily project with mr partner Shar 

for putting up with me disappearing into 

the garage every night and being busy 

most weekends Shar was also a big help 

when it came 10 painting and adding the 

finishing touches. I'm looking forward to 

using the boat agitin this summer ancl so 

if you see me out and about feel free 10 

come over and talk about the classic boat 

that she really is. 
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Dy Grah-am Hamilton 
Graham is a keen angler and 

guide in the Thu po fishery 
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Tongariro Delta Fishing 

T
he Tongariro River delta is a 

special part of Lake Taupo and 

it can also be a very productive 

place to catch trout. One of the reasons 

for this is the concentration of superbly 

conditioned fish that gather at the rh•er 

mouth prior 10 spawningJ\t theTongariro 

delta this happens co a certain degree 

year round. These fish often puc up a 

good fight for their freedom, rwiscing and 

turning in the depths of the lake. Some 

of these fights can be memorable on a 

fly rod and all of th.is from the comfort of 

a boat, surrounded by the splendour of 

Lake Taupo, whose moods change with 

che weather and time of day. 

While it is possible just 10 walk t0 the 
main mouth of theTongariro River, by far 
the easiest way to gee there is I 5 minuces 

by boat fromTokaanu, Omori or Kuratau. 
Once there, and if you are fishing inside 

a 300m radius from the mouth, your boat 
muse be anchored as detennined by the 

Taupo fishing regulations. 

Anchoring the boat in the correct posi

tion is essential.The recognised practice 

is to anchor both the bow and stern 

and no more th:m 2 anchors are permit

ted. You need to be in the 'river' water 

entering tht: lake which is usualli• cooler 

than the lake itself and a darker colour, 

the stern of che bom over the 'drop off'. 

The drop off is clearly distinguishable 

on a sounder but is also generally visible 

with the naked eye. 

My preference is to position the boat in 

the centre of the rip where the current 

is strong and then any line is taken 

straight out over the stern of the boat. 

The general technique to achieve this is 

to run the boat up over the drop off inro 

very shallow water, ensuring you lift the 

0101or before doing so, and also taking 

care noc to ground the boac. Throw the 

bow anchor over and reverse the boat 

until in 3-4 metres of water or the desired 

position. Secure the bow anchor then 

drop the stem anchor on the windward 

side of the boat and tic off. Adjust the 

bow anchor rope umil the boat is firmly 

held.Tiie boat will now be steady in any 

changing current or wind conditions. 

\Xfhen leaving, loosen the back anchor 

rope, retrieve the from anchor and 
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then pull back into deeper water using 

the stern anchor rope, start the engine 

and finish retrieving the stern anchor 

before moving off. Doing this manoeu

vre in reverse may find you stuck on the 

hard. The best anchors for fishing the 

Tongariro delta are sand anchors with at 

least 3m of heavy chain at the bow :incl 

l m  at the srern. 

Of course it is also possible to wade the 

edge of the drop off while fishing - at 

least at a lower lake level. This has the 

added benefits of ;u1 easy change of posi

tion, rip fished or depth fished. However, 

care must be taken when wading as the 

water flow is substantial and the drop

off abrupt. 

At the Tongariro delta there is often a 

number of rips that can be fished and 

which one is largely a matter of personal 

choice although it usually involves pre

vious success, weather conditions and 

the number of anglers. l prefer an early 

morning start as the fish are usually 

active at this time and the wind condi

tions are normally much calmer than 

later in the day. 

Within the 300m zone around the 

Tongariro River mouth only flyfish

ing is permitted. Most anglers use a 

'shooting head' or fast sinking flyline 

which is cast out intO the current and/ 

or over the lip of the drop-off. ll is not 

uncommon tO follow the cas1 with a 
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fish on!! Note the cle-art)' 

definable 'drop,ofr 
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reasonable quantity of loose line as this 
will straighten in the current as it sinks. 
I use a 3 minute egg timer as a gauge 
of how long to leave the line before 
commencing the retrieve which is also 
around the 3 minute mark.As such.one 
cast should take you around 6 minutes 
to complete. This delay before starting 
the retrieve is very important. There 
is an old saying among delta anglers 
·only a fool ignores the 3 minute rule". 
Alternatively a floating or slow sinking 
line fined with a smelt fly and retrieved 
in a series of quick jerks just after casting 
can attract a strike particularly when fish 
are evident on the surface. The shallow 
wmer should not be ignort:d either and 
casting off the front of the boat along 
the shallow edges of the drop off can be 
productive panicularlr vcri• early in the day.Troul can and do Slrike at any time 
so remember to have the rod held firmly 
either in the hand or a rod holder. 
Fly patterns arc largely of personal choice 
and you want the llies to float up in the 
water profile as there is lots of small 
wood debris right on the bottom. I prefer 
to use a large globug with a dropper of 
choice ,isu ally a booby or smelt pattern. 
Success with each is usually around 
;0/50.With time the globug will become 
wate,·Iogged, heavy and lethargic in the 
water so renewing them after about 
every 6 casts is a good idea.Allow the wet 
ones to dry before re-using them. While 
nothing is guaranteed in fishing I have 
found this regular change of fly is prob
ably the single most in1po1tant aspect to 
Tongariro delta success. 

Length and weight of leader is again 
personal choice. I tend to use around 
l.5·2m of 4.5kg (lOlb).As you want the 
fly 10 float up through the water profile 
renew the leader if it becomes shorter 
than a meter. 
Once hooked, I bring fish up to the side 
of the boat away from the anchor ropes 
and ocher obstructions. This allows 
a good view of the size and condi· 
tion. There are also a number of other 
advantages. Firstly, it is easy to perform 
a quick relCllse of the fish while it is still 
in the water. Further, the current will 
open the net and allow the fish to be 
guided imo it rather than swooped at 
as is the case over the stern of the boat. 
Indeed it is one of the special aspects 
of fishing the Delta watching a prime 
hard fighting rainbow come up from 
the depths. 
There are a number of spots at the 
southern end of fakeTaupo that can be 
fished using similar methods including 
the Tokrlanu hole, Kur:ttau spit and the 
Tauranga-Taupo river mouth. This 'arm 
chair' method of fishing is relaxing 
and particularly suited to learners who are not able to cast or more mature 
anglers who fi nd wading difficult. It 
also requires less concentration than 
fly-fishing in the river. Delta fishing is 
also very social, the other boaties you 
meet and the tall stories you share are 
legendary. 
As a final thought remember thjs "time 
spent fishing is not deducted from a per
son's life" - so spend q1mlity time on the 
lake and live forever! 



Fishouts arc famil)' dafs 

.By John Webb 
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All pbotos by Jo/Jn tVebb 

2 009 has been another great year for children ·s fishouts -at the'longariro National 
Trouli Centre. Kids come from all over the country either as part of a school 
group or on public fishout day, often to catch their first trout. 

Although DOC is responsible for the raising and welfare of the fish, the Tongariro 
National Trout Centre Society volunteers do an incredible job at fishouts. Many give 
up their time freely to do a variety of tasks including helping young ones to fish, issue 
licenses, man the sausage sizzles and food stands, weigh and measure the catch or 
even gut, fillet and smoke the trout.Their input is essential and greatly appreciated. 
TI1erc have been five public fishouts so far this year and tl1ey have become extremely 
popular with most heavily booked. In fact with some there has been a frenzy to get kids 
booked and participating.1l1is enthusiasm continued even when the weather dicln ·1 pl�y 
ball At the 4 October event for example the weather was atrocious, some of the worst seen 
on a fishout day, but the voltuueers and kids still tumed out to make a great c�,y of it. 

Fishout days are family days and if the weather is nice families are encour
aged to bring down a picnic, find a nice piece of grass to sit on. Many will 
be able to numch on the freshly smoked trout caught by the kids. 
There are going to be fishouts on 3, 10 and 17 January 2010 as part 
of the DOC summer programme. So if you want to participate get 
in touch with the TNTC Society. Bookings can be made by phoning 
the Tongariro National Trout Centre Society volunteers at the River 
Walk visitor centre on (07) 386 808; between 10am and 3pm 
(1 May to 30 November) and bet:wecn 10am and 
4pm (1 December to 30 April) or by email 
troutcentre@rcap.org.11z, by website www. 
troutcentre.org.nz or by fu."X (07) 386 8490. 
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� 
Specialising In:

� . 
r:;> • Fresh & Saltwater Tac� e-, 

�� 

• Rod & Waders Hi re 
-.. • Fishing Licences '-, • Hunting Permits \\;· 

• Fishing Guides & Boat Charterf' 
• Home stay accommodation 

and 24hr servi ce 

Steve and 6 Ph/Fax: Angela Barry 01 378 3714 
(new owners) Mobile: 
147 Tongariro Street 0274 458 964 
Taupo 

• Right on the banks of the world famous 
Tongariro River. 

• lnex�nsive riveJ'side accommodmion. 
Twin/Doubles from S65 per night. 

• 1,,rne shan.>d Kitd1en/Oining Room with all facilities-
• TV Lounge with or.en fire and sun decks. 
• Fishing guides available. 

15 Taupahi Road, Turangi 
New Zealand. Ph: (07) 3868 

150 Fax: (07) 386 8150 
Email: s ortsma11slod e@xtra.co.1iz 

To advertise in the 

Target Ta.upo Field & 
Stream Directory 

and reach 12,000 annual 
fishing y.cence holders, 
<w,ntact Peter McIntosh "'· 

� «09� 6a4 18oo 

..,... "Jfuransi Cabins & 
">:,. 

., Holiday Park 
• Campervans/Caravans • Tent Sites 

• 96 Budget Cabins • On-site caravans 

FACILITIES INCLUDES: 
• Kitdi ens & dining rooms catering for over I 00 people 

• Laundrits With automatic washing ma(hints, 
dryers & drying room • IV room • BBQ area • Table Tennis 
• Childrtns Pfay Arta •Telephone • Fish cltaning arta & 

fish frteze • Caravan & boat storage 

Ohuanga Rd, 
PO Box 41, Turangi 
Ph (07) 386 8754 

189 Taupahl Road, Turangi 
Brian Scott: Phone/Fax 07 386 7929 

FLY FISHING TACKLE SPECIALISTS 

• Qual ity fly tying materials 
• Hire tackle 
• Open 7 days 

Central North Island Agents for: 

il-111 �.:mgmi�r 

K�eru� 
N(Jdf/C • 

Tauranga-Taupo 
Riverside Retreat 
secluded · unspoilt 

Phone 07 386 601 1 
Mobile 027 -464 2847 
Email yerex@xtra.co.nz 

l,_www.flyfishingta1,1p� 



• TARATA FISHAWAY • 
• ACCOMMODATION' •Cl" IOFJ>OR UNGlil OF.O FI Slll�G • 

Situated in the remote Mokai Valley vlflere the picturesque 
Rang�ikei Riwr meets the rugged Ruahlne Ranges. 
Uni

que trout fishing right al our doorstep. 
Location, location, location. New! River Retreat, 
Spa Bath, Homestead. Fisherman's Cottage, Trout 
Fishing, Rafting, Tramping. Spotlight Safaris. 
Camp Ours. "Mi ni" Golf, Clay Bird Shooting. e.ourHosts:Trudi & 

Stephen Mattock. 
Ph: 06 388 0354. 
Fax: 06 388 0954 
E: lishaway@xtra.co.nt 

Web: www.tarata.co.nz 

To advertise in the 
Target Taupo Field & 

Stream Directory 
and reach 12,000 annual 
fishing licence holders, 
contact Peter McIntosh 

on (09) 634 1800 

peter.mciritosh�shgamenz.co.nz 

1(girnanal19-a 18iotra, 
LICllNCED RESTAURANT 

at the Kaimanaiva Lodge. 7l1rangl 

Delicious food 
for hungry fishermen 

HOSTS: Chris and Marilyn 

258 Tuupalli Road 
Phone 07 386 8709 
Fax 07 386 8768 ¼ 

Email chri s _wright@xtra.co.nz � 
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The vision has been created. The design team at Haines Hunter is proud to present this superb 6.6m. craft e·. . · .. that meets the demand for mid-size hardtops. Our no compromise approach to the design has achieved 
functionality with grace and style. The Haines Hunter SS660 is a new boat, desi gned and built from scratch. . . .  
The hull is a completely new development. The 21 degree deep V that is the standard for Hai nes Hunter has been 
taken to a new level that provides maximum beam aft (for stability and fishing room) combined with a totally new approach to 
the forward sections. 
The fi ne entry provides softness in the ri de. Add our famous planing strakes to provide maximum lift for performance and 
dryness and we have "the ride" that only Hai nes Hunter boats share. The pedigree of this design exhibi ts superb, vice free 
handling wi thout the need for big horse power. Inside the boat is bi g, very big, with huge cockpit space for fi shing or diving and 
no compromise for family comfort. The Sports Sedan Hard Top offers protection from the elements along wi th a great look. 
Excellent seated visibility with all drivi ng & electronics functions at your fingertips. Spend some time and enj oy a thorough look 
at this all new Haines Hunter SS660. We are very proud of this new machine. It's a beauty. 

@ !Xl!JJ[J[i[J@EJ[fa/]fJ!J!J[f[l@riJ 
Hai nes Hunter NZ Ltd, 50 Cawley Street 
or P.O. Box l 101 s. Ell ersli e, Auckl and, New Zealand. 
Free Phone 0508 HAINES, Phone 09 579 966t, Fax 09 525 0173. 
email sales@hafneshunter.co.nz · www.halneshunter.co.nz T H E  S E C R E T  J S  I N  T H E  R I D E  
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